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Abstrat
High resolution satellite imagery beame available to ivil users in 1999 with
the launh of Ikonos, the rst ivil satellite oering a spatial resolution of 1 m.
Sine then other high resolution satellites have been launhed, among whih there
are EROS-A (1.8 m), QuikBird (0.61 m), Orbview-3 (1 m), EROS-B (0.7 m),
Worldview-1 (0.5 m) and GeoEye-1 (0.41 m), with many others being planned to
launh in the near future.
High resolution satellite imagery is now available in dierent formats and
proessing levels at an aordable prie, so that they already represent a possible
alternative to aerial imagery, for artographi appliations and orthophoto pro-
dution, espeially for areas where the organization of photogrammetri surveying
may be ritial.
Moreover, an inreasing demand for terrain modelling exists so that almost
all the satellites have along-trak stereo aquisition apability. Many new satel-
lites dediated to stereo viewing, for example Cartosat-1 (2.5 m), have been
launhed. This enables the generation of Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) and
Digital Surfae Models (DSMs), and also for 3D feature extration (e.g. for ity
modelling).
The geomati utilizations of satellite imagery for artographi appliations
and terrain modelling require a high level geometri orretion through image
orientation.
Some fundamental features related to the sensor models and their parameters
estimation, both for single images and stereopairs orientation, were addressed and
some real appliations were disussed.
In details, they were onerned both physial sensor models (also alled rig-
orous models) and generalized sensor models (also alled RPC models) for the
orientation of basi images (level 1A) and of the image projeted onto a spei
objet surfae (usually an expanded ellipsoid derived from the WGS84) (level 1B).
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As regards the rigorous models, a thorough investigation of the fundamentals of
their funtional model was developed and the problem of parameters estimability
was onerned, proposing a solution based on SVD and QR deomposition. RPC
models were disussed not only with respet possible renements by zero and rst
order transformations but also (and mainly) with respet the RPCs generation,
based on previously established rigorous model; thanks to SVD and QR deom-
position, it was showed that many RPCs are not estimable parameters, therefore
they are not neessary to obtain the best ahievable auray level.
Real appliations demonstrated that rigorous and RPC models both for Level
1A and Level 1B imagery an provide orientation auray at 1-1.5 pixel level
in the horizontal omponents, and at 1-2 pixel level in the height for stereopairs
(even better with Cartosat-1 and slightly worse with EROS-1).
Introdution
A few years ago high resolution satellite imagery beame available to a lim-
ited number of government and defense agenies that managed suh imagery with
highly sophistiated software and hardware tools. Suh images beame available
to ivil users in 1999 with the launh of Ikonos, the rst ivil satellite oer-
ing a spatial resolution of 1 m. Sine then other high resolution satellites have
been launhed, among whih there are EROS-A (1.8 m), QuikBird (0.61 m),
Orbview-3 (1 m), EROS-B (0.7 m), Worldview-1 (0.5 m) and GeoEye-1 (0.41 m),
with many others being planned to launh in the near future. High resolution
satellite imagery is now available in dierent formats and proessing levels at an
aordable prie. The diverse types of sensors and their growing availability are
revolutionizing the role of satellite imagery in a number of appliations, rang-
ing from intelligeny to insurane, media, marketing, agriulture, utilities, urban
planning, forestry, environmental monitoring, transportation, real estate et. As
a possible alternative to aerial imagery, high resolution satellite imagery has also
impat in artographi appliations, suh as in orthophoto prodution, espeially
for areas where the organization of photogrammetri surveying may be ritial.
Moreover, an inreasing demand for large sale mapping and terrain mod-
elling exists so that almost all the satellites have along-trak stereo aquisition
apability. Many new satellites dediated to stereo viewing, for example Cartosat-
1 (2.5 m), have been launhed. This ompensates the limited apaity of very
high resolution satellites for three-dimensional point determination and enables
the generation of Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) and Digital Surfae Models
(DSMs), and also for 3D feature extration (e.g. for ity modelling).
However, the possibility of using high resolution satellite images for artog-
raphy depends on several fators: mapping speiations, sensor harateristis
(geometri and radiometri resolution and quality), types of produts made avail-
able by the ompanies managing the satellites, quality of the software used in the
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nal proessing to produe the artographi produts, and quality of the nal
results.
One of the primary barriers to a wider adaptation and utilization of satellite
imagery is the sensor model being able to provide a high level geometri or-
retion through image orientation. The distortion soures an be related to two
general ategories: the aquisition system, whih inludes the platform orien-
tation and movement, the imaging sensor optial-geometri harateristis, and
the atmosphere refration, ausing a remarkable deviation from the ollinearity
hypothesis [2℄.
Two dierent types of orientation models are usually adopted: the physial
sensor models (also alled rigorous models) and the generalized sensor models. In
the rst ones, based on a standard photogrammetri approah where the image
and the ground oordinates are linked through the ollinearity equations and the
involved parameters have a physial meaning. Besides, they require knowledge
on the spei satellite and orbit harateristis. On the ontrary, the gener-
alized models are usually based on the Rational Polynomial Funtions (RPFs),
whih link image and terrain oordinates by the Rational Polynomial Coeients
(RPCs) and do not need the knowledge about the sensor and aquisition features.
The RPCs an be alulated by the nal users via a Least Squares (LS) estima-
tion diretly from Ground Control Points (GCPs), or proprietarily generated by
the sensor managing ompanies based on their own physial sensor models and
dis-tributed to users through imagery metadata. Nevertheless, the rst strategy
(also alled terrain-dependent) is not reommended if a reliable and aurate ori-
entation is required. In the seond strategy, they an be generated aording to
a terrain-independent senario, using known physial sensor. In order to avoid
instability due to high orrelations among the oeients, two dierent methods
an be used: Tihonov regularization or an innovative method based on Singular
Value Deomposition (SVD) and QR deomposition, estimating only the stritly
required oeients.
This thesis will disuss many features of the sensor models, both for single
images and stereopairs. Speially, disussions will be foused on the rigorous
model for the orientation of the basi image (level 1A) and of the image pro-
jeted to a spei objet surfae (usually an expanded ellipsoid derived from
the WGS84) (level 1B), both extended to stereopairs in hapter 2. The RPC
model for the orientation of single images and stereopairs is disussed in hapter
3. Chapter 4 addresses the teniques for resolution of LS, while hapter 6 presents
appliation examples of dierent sensor modelling.
Chapter 1
Rigorous models
The rigorous model is based on a standard photogrammetri approah, i.e.,
the ollinearity equations desribing the physial-geometrial image aquisition.
It must onsider that an image from a pushbroom sensor is formed by many (from
thousands to tens of thousands) individual lines, eah aquired with proper po-
sition (projetion enter) and attitude values. All the aquisition positions are
related by the orbital dynamis. Therefore, the rigorous model is based on the
reonstrution of the orbital segment during image aquisition through the knowl-
edge of the aquisition mode, sensor parameters, satellite position and attitude
parameters. The approximate values of these parameters an be omputed by
using the information ontained in the image metadata le, delivered with eah
image. These approximate values are then orreted by a LS estimation proess
based on a suitable number of GCPs. Moreover, in order to relate the images to
the ground oordinates, expressed in an Earth Centered - Earth Fixed (ECEF)
referene frame, a translation and a set of rotation matries depending on orbital
parameters (Keplerian elements) and sensor attitude have to be used. These ma-
tries inlude those needed to shift between sensor, platform, orbital and Earth
Centered Inertial (ECI) oordinate systems, while the transformation between
ECI and ECEF oordinate systems must take into aount preession, nutation,
polar motion and Earth rotation matries [3℄.
2 1.1. Coordinate systems
1.1 Coordinate systems
In order to introdue the ollinearity equations, the denitions of some o-
ordinate systems are needed [4℄:
Sensor system (S): the origin is in the perspetive enter (whose orbital
motion may be desribe as if it was the satellite entre of mass), the z-axis is
direted from the perspetive enter to pixel array, the x-axis is approximately
tangent to the orbit direted as the satellite motion (see Setions 1.4, 1.5), and
y-axis forms a right-handed artesian system; note that y-axis is approximately
parallel to pixel array, a part for the same possible rotation around the per-
spetive enter (Fig.1.1a); the prinipal point is the orthogonal projetion of the
perspetive enter onto the pixel array.
Image system (I): is a 2-dimensional system desribing a pixel position in
an image. The origin is in the upper left orner, and the pixel position is dened
by its row (J) and olumn (I). The olumn numbers inreases toward the right
and row numbers inreases downwards (Fig.1.1b).
Figure 1.1: Coordinates in the Sensor system (a) and in the Image system (b)
Body system (B): it is aligned to the Flight system (see below) when the
angle Roll (ϕ), Pith (ϑ) and Yaw (ψ) are zero.
Flight system (F): the origin is in the perspetive enter, the X-axis is
tangent to the orbit along the satellite motion, the Z-axis is in the orbital plane
direted towards the Earth enter of mass and the Y -axis ompletes the right-
handed oordinate system (Fig.1.2).
Orbital system (O): the Xo − Y o plane oinides to the orbital plane,
whih is dened by right asension of the asending node (Ω) and by the orbit
inlination (i). X-axis is along the nodal line, Y -axis and Z-axis omplete the
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Figure 1.2: Coordinates in the Flight system
right-handed oordinate system. With the hypothesis of Keplerian orbit, Z-
oordinate of satellite in the orbital system is zero (Fig.1.3).
Figure 1.3: Coordinates in the Orbital system
Earth Centered Inertial system - ECI (I): the origin is in the Earth
enter of mass, the X-axis points to vernal equinox (epoh J2000 - 1 January
2000, hours 12 UT), the Z-axis points to elestial north pole (epoh J2000) and
the Y -axis ompletes the right-handed oordinate system [5℄, [6℄, (Fig.1.4a).
Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed system - ECEF (E): the origin is in the
Earth enter of mass, the X-axis is the intersetion of equatorial plane and the
plane of referene meridian (epoh 1984.0), the Z-axis is the mean rotational axis
(epoh 1984.0) and the Y -axis ompletes the right-handed oordinate system [5℄,
[6℄, (Fig.1.4b).
Geodeti Loal system (L): the origin is a hosen point on the ellipsoid
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Figure 1.4: Coordinates in the Earth Centered Inertial - ECI (a) and in the
Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed - ECEF (b)
(here the WGS84 is used) the N -axis is tangent to the loal meridian, E-axis
is tangent to the loal parallel and h-axis (elevation axis) is along the ellipsoid
normal (Fig.1.5).
Figure 1.5: Coordinates in the Geodeti Loal system
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1.2 Orbital parameters
The satellite orbit an be desribed using the well-known Keplerian ele-
ments (Fig.1.6). Aording to Keplerian laws, a satellite (onsidered as a material
point), under the eet of a gravitational eld generated by a mass onentrated
in a point, moves in a plane desribing an ellipti orbit.
The satellite position at eah generi epoh T an be represented by seven
parameters [3℄, [4℄:
Figure 1.6: Illustration of the Keplerian parameters
semi-major axis (a): it is semi-major axis of the orbital ellipse
orbit inlination (i): it is the angle (positive if ounterlokwise) between
the orbital plane and the equatorial plane; by onvention the inlination is a
number between 0 and π
right asension of the asending node (Ω): it is the angle (positive if
ounterlokwise observed from the North Pole) at the enter of the Earth from
the vernal equinox to the asending node
eentriity (e): it is the eentriity of the orbital ellipse
true anomaly (v): it is the angle measured in the enter of the ellipse
between the perigee and the position of the satellite at generi epoh T dened
to be 0 at perigee
argument of the perigee (ω): it is the angle between the nodal line
(intersetion between the orbital plane and the equatorial plane) and the semi-
major axis, measured in the orbital plane from the asending node to the perigee
time of the perigee passage (Tp): it is the time referring to the epoh
when the satellite is nearest to the Earth
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The approximate values of these parameters an be omputed thanks to the
ephemeris information ontained in the metadata le released together with the
image.
In some ases (e.g. Ikonos, QuikBird Standard OrthoReady, Cartosat-1 and
GeoEye-1) the metadata le, released by the sensor managing Companies does
not inlude the ephemeris le (spaeraft position and veloity every few seonds)
but only one satellite mean position whih is desribed by two angles:
azimuth (α): it speies the satellite position relative to the area that is
olleted on Earth, it is measured lok wise from the North (Fig.1.7)
elevation (e): it is the angle from the horizon up to the satellite (Fig.1.7)
Nevertheless, some main features of the orbit (a, i) are always known, so that
Figure 1.7: Azimuth and elevations angles
the approximate values of the other Keplerian elements may still need to be
omputed.
1.3 Attitude angles
To dene the sensor during the aquisition it is neessary to know its attitude
desribed by the Roll (ϕ), Pith (ϑ) and Yaw (ψ) angles, respetively referred as
XF , YF , ZF axes of the Flight system.
The approximate values of these angles are alulated with the metadata
le information. The orretions to these approximate values are supposed to
be modelled by seond order polynomials. Although there is not any physial
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Figure 1.8: The sensor attitude angles (Roll (ϕ), Pith (ϑ) and Yaw (ψ))) re-
spetively referred to the axes of the Flight system (XF , YF , ZF ); these attitute
angles dene the position of the (XB, YB, ZB) axes of the Body system
meaning in doing this, good results seem to support this hoie [4℄.

ϕ = ϕ˜+ a0 + a1τ + a2τ
2
ϑ = ϑ˜+ b0 + b1τ + b2τ
2
ψ = ψ˜ + c0 + c1τ + c2τ
2
(1.1)
τ is the time, in seonds, suh as τ = Js · ∆t where ∆t is the time needed to
san a row on the ground and Js is the row of the pixel. The nine oeients
(ai, bi, ci) are unknown and need to be estimated with the LS adjustment.
In some ase (e.g. Ikonos) the satellite an aquire images at a stated san
azimuth (the exat angle from the starting point of the san and it is measured
lok wise from North) and (e.g. Ikonos, WorldView-1) following a stated san
diretion (forward or reverse); a reverse san is generally from North to South
diretion, whereas a forward san being from South to North (Fig.1.9).
If the san diretion is forward, τ = Js ·∆t, instead if the san diretion is
reverse τ = (n◦raw−Js) ·∆t, where n◦raw is the number of raws of the image.
If the san azimuth is 180
◦
and the san diretion is reverse, the image is
olleted from North to South, or if san azimuth is 90
◦
and the san diretion is
forward, the image is olleted from West to East. In the rst ase, the J-axis
of image system is direted to the sanning diretion, whereas in the latter the
sanning diretion is perpendiular to the J-axis of the image system (Fig.1.10).
So the position of a generi point p(I, J) has to be projeted on sanning diretion
(Js-axis) with the following relation:
Js = −J · cosβ + I · sinβ (1.2)
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Figure 1.9: Forward san mode (a), Reverse san mode (b)
Figure 1.10: Example of Js-axis diretion
where β is the san azimuth and I, J are the image oordinates.
1.4 Coordinate System Transformations
The global rotation matrix from the inertial geoentri system (ECI) to the
Sensor system S an be expressed through three rotations [4℄:
RSI = RSB ·RBF ·RFI (1.3)
whih an be detailed realling the standard from the matries representing
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the rotations around the axes of the right-handed Cartesian oordinate system:
RX (α) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 0 0
0 cosα senα
0 −senα cosα
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (1.4)
RY (β) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
cosβ 0 −senβ
0 1 0
senβ 0 cosβ
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (1.5)
RZ (γ) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
cos γ senγ 0
−senγ cos γ 0
0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (1.6)
(rotations α, β, γ are positive if they are ounter lok wise when seen from the
positive semi axes).
Inertial-Orbital matrix (ROI): this allows the passage from inertial geo-
entri system (ECI) to the orbital one. It is a funtion of right asension of
asending node (Ω) and of orbit inlination (i):
ROI = RX(i) ·RZ(Ω) (1.7)
Inertial-Flight matrix (RFI): this allows the passage from the inertial
geoentri system (ECI) to the Flight one F . It is a funtion of Keplerian orbital
parameters and varies with the time inside eah sene (for eah image row J):
RFI = RX(−π
2
) ·RZ(π
2
) ·RZ(U) ·RX(i) ·RZ(Ω) (1.8)
where i is the inlination, Ω the right asension of the asending node, U =
ω + ν with ω argument of the perigee and ν true anomaly
Flight-Body matrix (RBF ): it allows the passage from the Flight system
F to the Body one B through the attitude angles (ϕ, ϑ, ψ) whih depend on time
(for eah pixel row):
RBF = RZ(ψ) ·RY (ϑ) ·RX(ϕ) (1.9)
Body-Sensor matrix (RSB): t allows the passage from the Body to the
Sensor system. This matrix onsiders the deviation of the parallelism between
axes (X,Y, Z)S and (X,Y, Z)B and it is onsidered onstant during a sene for
eah sensor; the elements of the matrix may be provided in the metadata les. It
happens for QuikBird and WorldView-1, for whih the elements are supplied in
form of quaternions [q1, q2, q3, q4℄ desribing the attitude of the amera oordinate
system in the spaeraft body system; RSB an identity matrix for EROS A, while
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it is desribed by one rotation of yaw axis in yaw-roll plane with a tilt of - 5 degrees
for Aft amera and +26 degrees for Fore amera for Cartosat-1 platform.
The rotation matrix for the transformation from ECI system to ECEF system
(REI) an be subdivided into four sequential steps, onsidering the motions of the
Earth in spae: preession, the seular hange in the orientation of the Earth's
rotation axis and the vernal equinox (desribed by the matrix RP ); nutation, the
periodi and short-term variation of the equator and the vernal equinox (desribed
by the matrix RN); polar motion, the oordinates of the rotation axis relative
to the IERS Referene Pole (desribed by the matrix RM ); and Earth's rotation
about its axis (desribed by the Sideral Time through the matrix RS) [7℄.
REI = RM ·RS ·RN ·RP (1.10)
The produt of REI and R
T
SI matries allows the passage from sensor S to
ECEF system, with the nal rotation matrix being:
RES = REI ·RTSI = RZ(K) ·RY (P ) ·RX(W ) (1.11)
where the angles (K,P,W ) dene the satellite attitude at the epoh of the
aquisition of image row J with respet to the ECEF system.
1.5 Interior Orientation and Self-Calibration Pa-
rameters
The interior orientation parameters desribe the intrinsi geometri features
of the sensor. Moreover, self-alibration parameters are used to orret the geo-
metri errors in the CCD linear array and the optial system. Note that, referring
to the linear array design, one CCD line an be made of ns segments being Npi is
the number of pixels ontained in i-th segment. The modeling of the geometri
errors is easy if arried out in the sensor system (S). For the sake of simpliity,
here we onsider models under the assumption of ns=1. More details may be
found in [1℄.
1.5.1 CCD Linear Array Geometri Errors
The geometri errors that may our in CCD linear array sensors are briey
desribed and modeled hereafter:
1. The hange of the pixel size. It has the eet to hange the image sale
(Fig.1.11).
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Figure 1.11: Eet of pixel size hange in yS diretion from [1℄
If (px, py) are the pixel dimensions and (dpx, dpy) a hange of the pixel size
in x diretion and in y diretion respetively, the errors (dxp, dyp) result:
dxp = dpxdyp = y · dpy
py
(1.12)
The error dyp may be also due to the foal length variation and the radial
distortion. Note that the rst order terms in (1.12), (1.15) are highly or-
related. Therefore, it is not possible to estimate both the pixel dimension
variation together the foal length variation.
2. The shifts and rotations of the CCD segments in the foal plane. These
errors are desribed and modelled as follows:
• shifts in x- and y-diretions (Figs.1.12a, 1.12b): onstant quantity dxc
and dyc, respetively
Figure 1.12: Shift of CCD segment in yS diretion (a) and shift of CCD segment
in xS diretion (b) from [1℄
• eet of horizontal rotation θ in the CCD plane. The rotation produes
the error dyθ in yS diretion and dxθ in xS diretion (Fig.1.13), but
only the latter has to be onsidered sine θ is small:
dxθ = y · sin θ (1.13)
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Figure 1.13: Eets of rotation of CCD segment in the foal plane from [1℄
Figure 1.14: Line bending in the foal plane from [1℄
3. The line bending in the foal plane. The straight CCD line is supposed
to be deformed into an ar if the size of the bending is desribed by the
entral angle δ that subtends the ar desribed by the deformed line and
the entral angle δ' is related to the generi pixel position, the error results
(Fig.1.14),
dxδ′ = R
(
cos δ′ − cos δ
2
)
(1.14)
where R =
Np·py
2sen δ2
and the bending is supposed in the plane dened by
xS > 0
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If the CCD line is bending in the plane where xS < 0, equation (1.14) is
valid with the opposite sign.
1.5.2 Optial System Errors
The possible errors that may our in an optial systems have been deeply
investigated in lose range, airborne and satellite photogrammetry [8℄, [9℄, [10℄.
1. The displaement of the lens prinipal point. This error is modelled with
onstant shifts ∆xp, ∆yp applied to the prinipal point oordinates (xp, yp)
in x and y diretions and is totally orrelated with the shift of the CCD
linear array in the foal plane.
2. The hange of the foal length f . The eet of this error ∆f in x and y
diretions is modelled as
dxf = −∆ff · x¯p
dyf = −∆ff · y¯p
(1.15)
where x¯p = x− xp and y¯p = y − yp
3. The symmetri lens distortion is desribed by the oeients k1 and k2 and
modelled as
dxr =
(
k1 · r2 + k2 · r4
) · x¯p
dyr =
(
k1 · r2 + k2 · r4
) · y¯p (1.16)
where r2 = x¯2p + y¯
2
p. For pushbroom sensors with CCD linear array only
dyr may be signiant and r
2 ∼= y¯2p
4. The deentering lens distortion is modeled as
dxd = p1 · (r2 + 2x¯2p) + 2p2 · x¯py¯p
dyd = 2p1 · x¯py¯p + p2 · r2 + 2y¯2p (1.17)
Again, only dyd may be signiant.
1.5.3 Final Consideration about the Self-Calibration Pa-
rameters
Aounting for the desribed general models for the CCD linear array geo-
metri errors and for the optial system errors and onsidering their signiane
and orrelations, only a few self-alibration parameters need to be introdued.
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Moreover, these parameters an be onveniently hosen to diretly model self-
alibration with respet to the image oordinates (I, J). In detail, the following
self-alibration parameters are worth to be set up:
1. The position of prinipal point (I0, J0), aounting also for the shift of the
CCD linear array in the foal plane (as desribed in Fig.1.12).
2. The rotation of the CCD linear array in the foal plane (k) (as desribed
in Fig.1.13).
3. The hange of the foal length (δf), aounting also for the sale variation
and the isotropi hange of pixel dimension.
4. The symmetri lens distortion up to the third order in y diretion only (dL).
Another possible parameters is δ representing the line bending, however, it
will not be onsidered in the following rigorous model implementation.
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1.6 Rigorous Model for Original Images (level 1A)
Figure 1.15: Central projetion model with Sensor system and ECI system
As mentioned before, a rigorous model is based on the ollinearity equa-
tions and desribes the imagery aquisition both from the geometrial and phys-
ial (and stohasti) points of view. It is now possible to write the ollinearity
equations relating to the position of a point in the image spae (Image point)
to the orresponding point in the objet spae (Ground point), aording to a
entral projetion. In our ase, the ollinearity equations may be onveniently
expressed in the Earth Centered Inertial (ECI) system starting from the relation-
ship (Fig.1.15)
 XtYt
Zt


I
=

 XsYs
Zs


I
+ d

 uxuy
uz


I
⇒

 uxuy
uz


I
= 1
d

 Xt −XsYt − Ys
Zt − Zs


I
(1.18)
where (Xt, Yt, Zt)I are the ECI oordinates of the ground point (GP),
(Xs, Ys, Zs)I are the ECI oordinates of the satellite (perspetive enter);
(ux, uy, uz)I are the omponents in the ECI system of the unit vetor uˆ direted
from satellite to GP, and d is the distane from the perspetive enter to GP.
d =
√
(Xt −Xs)2 + (Yt − Ys)2 + (Zt − Zs)2 (1.19)
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Therefore, introduing the sensor system the ollinearity equations read:
1
ds

 xSyS
f

 = RSI

 uxuy
uz


I
⇒

 xSyS
f

 = ds
d
RSI

 Xt −XsYt − Ys
Zt − Zs


(1.20)
where f is the foal distane, RSI is the rotation matrix from ECI to sensor
system and ds is the perspetive enter to image point distane
ds =
√
x2S + y
2
S + f
2
(1.21)
Finally, the standard form of two ollinearity equations for eah ground point
is obtained by dividing the rst two equations of (1.20) by the third one:{
xS
f
=
RSI,11|Xt−Xs|+RSI,12|Yt−Ys|+RSI,13|Zt−Zs|
RSI,31|Xt−Xs|+RSI,32|Yt−Ys|+RSI,33|Zt−Zs|
yS
f
=
RSI,21|Xt−Xs|+RSI,22|Yt−Ys|+RSI,23|Zt−Zs|
RSI,31|Xt−Xs|+RSI,32|Yt−Ys|+RSI,33|Zt−Zs|
(1.22)
With simple geometri onsideration (Fig.1.1a) the ollinearity equations
an be written as a funtion of image oordinates, interior orientation and self-
alibration parameters previously set up, Keplerian orbital and attitude param-
eters{
xS
f
= tanβ =
dpix
f
[J − int(J)− 0.5− J0 − k(I − I0)]
yS
f
= tanα = − dpix
f
{
(I − I0) + dL(I − I0)3 + k [J − int(J)− 0.5− J0]
}
(1.23)
Therefore, equating (1.22) and (1.23) the relationship between the image
and the ground oordinates is found:
F1 =
dpix
f
[J − int(J)− 0.5− J0 − k(I − I0)] +
−RSI,11|Xt−Xs|+RSI,12|Yt−Ys|+RSI,13|Zt−Zs|
RSI,31|Xt−Xs|+RSI,32|Yt−Ys|+RSI,33|Zt−Zs|
= 0
F2 = − dpixf
{
(I − I0) + dL(I − I0)3 + k [J − int(J)− 0.5− J0]
}
+
−RSI,21|Xt−Xs|+RSI,22|Yt−Ys|+RSI,23|Zt−Zs|
RSI,31|Xt−Xs|+RSI,32|Yt−Ys|+RSI,33|Zt−Zs|
= 0
(1.24)
The ollinearity equations depend on the parameters desribed in the Se-
tions 1.2, 1.3 and 1.5. In some ases the image metadata le is not supplied
with the satellite position and veloity at every interval time; thereby the orbit
is reonstruted using the proedure desribed in the Setion 1.7.1 [11℄.
As mentioned, the approximate values for all parameters may be derived from
the information ontained in the metadata les, released together with the image
(a, i,Ω, e, ν, ω, ϕ, ϑ, ψ, f and I0) or they are simply xed to zero (ai, bi, ci, J0, k
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and dL). In theory, these approximate values must be orreted by an estimation
proess based on a suitable number of GCPs, for whih the ollinearity equations
are written. Nevertheless, sine the orbital ar related to eah image aquisition is
extremely short (a few hundreds of kilometers) ompared to the whole orbit length
(tens of thousands). Some Keplerian parameters are not estimable at all (a, e, ω)
and others (i,Ω, TP ) are extremely orrelated both among themselves and with
respet to the sensor attitude, interior orientation and self-alibration parameters
(f, I0, J0, k, dL) [12℄. The parameters estimable are (ai, bi, ci, TP , f, I0, J0, k, dL).
Regarding the stohasti model, the standard deviations of the image obser-
vations are set equal, sine manual measurement tests arried out independently
by dierent operators range from 1/3 to 1/2 pixel in auray. For the GCP
oordinates standard deviations are usually set equal to the mean values obtained
during their diret surveying or artographi seletion [13℄.
In order to avoid instability due to high orrelations among some parame-
ters leading to design matrix pseudo-singularity, Singular Value Deomposition
(SVD) and QR deomposition are employed to evaluate the atual rank of the
design matrix, to selet the atually estimable parameters and nally to solve the
linearized ollinearity equations system in the LS sense (see Chapter 3).
Moreover, the statistial signiane of eah estimable parameter is heked
by a Student T-test so to avoid over-parameterization. In ase of a statistially
non-signiant parameter, it is removed and the estimation proess is repeated
until all parameters are signiant. Finally, only the really estimable and signi-
ant parameters are seleted, aknowledging the well known parsimony priniple
for the funtional models.
In Table 1.1 an example of seleted parameters are presented; the tested
image is aquired by EROS A, it was oriented varying the number of GCPs and
for eah orientation test the seleted estimable and signiant parameters are
listed.
Pseudo-observation on the GCPs are also allowed, in order to aount for
their auray, whih may vary depending on their soure (artography or diret
surveying).
1.6.1 Atmospheri refration eet
In this rigorous model also the refration eet has been taken in aount.
This eet auses a well know bending of the optial paths due to the variation
of atmospheri density (Fig.1.16a).
The purpose of atmospheri refration modeling is the orretion of the image
oordinates in order to remove the refration eet and to estimate the orientation
parameters under the hypothesis of straight optial paths, whih are atually
modeled by ollinearity equations (1.24).
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Table 1.1: Parameters automatially seleted by SISAR for ITA1-e1090724 -
EROS A
GCP SISAR parameters
9 a0, a1, b0, b1, 0, TP
13 a0, a1, b0, b1, 0, TP
17 a0, a1, b0, b1, 0, f, a2, b2, 1, 2
21 a0, a1, b0, b1, 0, f, b2, 2
25 a0, a1, b0, b1, 0, f, TP
29 a0, a1, b0, b1, 0, f, b2, 1, 2
33 a0, a1, b0, b1, 0, f, b2, 1, 2
37 a0, a1, b0, b1, 0, f, b2, 1, 2
41 a0, a1, b0, b1, 0, f, b2, 2
45 a0, a1, b0, b1, 0, f, b2, 2
49 a0, a1, b0, b1, 0, f, b2, 2
Figure 1.16: Atmospheri refration model
In fat, the GP P is projeted onto the image along a refrated path in
p′, but equations (1.24) model the ollinearity ondition along the straight path
POp.
Therefore, we need to ompute the orretion from p′ to p in order to properly
adopt the model (1.24). The deviation from the ollinearity assumption due
to the atmospheri refration is omputed by a model duly desribed in ([2℄)
(Fig.1.16b, Tab.1.2) whih basially allows to alulate the displaement d due
to the refration eet and the position of P ′ on the ground, starting from the
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(a) EROS A Rome ITA1-e1038452
(γ=9.1◦-9.4◦)
(b) EROS A Rome ITA1-e1090724
(γ=31.0◦- 40.1◦)
Figure 1.17: Distribution of atmospheri refration eet, represented by vetor
~a omputed for eah GP
o-nadir angle.
Therefore, a rst rough orientation is performed, negleting the refration
eet, in order to estimate the o-nadir angle under whih eah GP is imaged,
then the orresponding P ′.
Moreover, through the ollinearity equations, starting from P and P ′, the
orresponding image position p and p′ are omputed, so that the omponents of
the vetor ~a suitable to remove the atmospheri refration eet from the image
oordinates an be omputed by:[
Ia
Ja
]
=
[
Ip − Ip′
Jp − Jp′
]
(1.25)
The vetor ~a is applied to the oordinates olleted on the image, from
whih a new estimation proess is performed in order to rene the orientation
parameters. Note that one iteration is usually enough, sine the refration is well
estimated on the basis of the rst rough orientation.
It is important to onsider the refration eet espeially when the satel-
lite attitude variation during the image aquisition auses a refration eet not
uniformly distributed (Fig.1.17a). On the ontrary, its impat is lower when the
satellite attitude variation auses a rather uniform refration eet (Fig.1.17b).
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Table 1.2: Displaement d over the loal sphere approximating the ellipsoid due
to the refration eet funtion of z0
z0 (
◦
) z' (
◦
) z0 - z' (
◦
) d (m)
10 9.9971 0.0029 0.47
20 19.9939 0.0061 1.06
30 29.9904 0.0096 1.97
40 39.986 0.014 3.62
45 44.9834 0.0166 5.03
50 49.9802 0.0198 7.21
1.6.2 Model omputation
The funtional model (for example, [14℄) in short form reads: f(y, x) = 0 and
its linearized form is Dy−Ax−l= 0. In this model the two ollinearity equations
F1 and F2 (1.24) are written for eah available GCP. As usual the solution is
obtained iteratively due to non-linearity of the system; the iterative proedure
stops when the estimated variane of unit weight reahes a minimum. At this step
the variane of observations σ, generally set at 1/3 to 1/2 pixel level, is heked
by the observation orretions (it ould be overestimate or underestimate); if
the relative dierene between the variane applied for the solution (σ2i−1) and
the reomputed variane (σ2i) is more than 5 perent, the average between two
varianes (σ2) is used for a next yle of iterations (1.26).
σ =
∣∣∣∣σi−1 − σiσi−1
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 5% (1.26)
If n is the number of GCPs, the relevant vetors and matries an be skethed
as follows:
vetor of unknowns:
xT = |P,PO| (1.27)
where P represent the orretion of parameters
P = |a0, a1, a2, b0, b1, b2, c0, c1, c2, δTP , δf, δI0, J0, k, dL| (1.28)
and PO represent the orretion of ground oordinates
PO = |δX1, δY1, δZ1, · · · δXn, δYn, δZn| (1.29)
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observation vetor
y =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
y1
.
.
.
yn
yp1
.
.
.
ypn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
for ith GCP→


yi =
∣∣∣∣ IJ
∣∣∣∣
ypi =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
X
Y
Z
∣∣∣∣∣∣
→ image coordinates
→ ground coordinates
(1.30)
design matrix
A =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
A1 Ap1 0 0 0
A2 0 Ap2 0 0
.
.
. 0 0
.
.
. 0
An 0 0 0 Apn
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(1.31)
for ith GCP→ ATi =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂a0F1 ∂a0F2
∂a1F1 ∂a1F2
.
.
.
.
.
.
∂c2F1 ∂c2F2
∂TpF1 ∂TpF2
∂fF1 ∂fF2
∂I0F1 ∂I0F2
∂J0F1 ∂J0F2
∂kF1 ∂kF2
∂dLF1 ∂dLF2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Api =
∣∣∣∣ ∂XiF1 ∂YiF1 ∂ZiF1∂XiF2 ∂YiF2 ∂ZiF2
∣∣∣∣
(1.32)
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matrix of observation and pseudo-observation oeients
D =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
D1 0
D2
.
.
.
Dn
0 · · · · · · 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 · · · · · · 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
→ pseudo− observations
for ith GCP→ Di =
∣∣∣∣ ∂IF1 ∂JF1∂IF2 ∂JF2
∣∣∣∣
(1.33)
known vetor
l =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
l1
l2
.
.
.
ln
lp1
lp2
.
.
.
lpn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
for ith GCP→


li =
∣∣∣∣ F˜1F˜2
∣∣∣∣
lpi =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
X
Y
Z
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(1.34)
1.6.3 Stohasti model
The stohasti model is CY Y = σ
2
0Q, where σ
2
0 = 1 (a priori hoie) and
the ofator matrix is hosen diagonal both for the observations and pseudo-
observation (I, J ;E,N, h) for the sake of simpliity, being usually hard to evaluate
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the orrelations:
CY Y = Q =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
C1IJ 0
.
.
.
0 CnIJ
C1
XYZ
0
.
.
.
0 Cn
XYZ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(1.35)
for ith GCP→


Ci
IJ
=
∣∣∣∣ σ2I 00 σ2J
∣∣∣∣
CiXY Z =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
σ2XT σXT σYT σXT σZT
σYT σXT σ
2
YT
σYT σZT
σZT σXT σZT σYT σ
2
ZT
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(1.36)
The standard deviations of the image observations are set equal, onsidering
that manual measurement tests arried out independently by dierent operators
showed that an auray ranging from 1/3 to 1/2 pixel in image oordinates may
be routinely ahieved. For the GCP oordinates standard deviations are usually
set equal to mean values obtained during their diret surveys or artographi
seletion.
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1.7 Rigorous Model for Pre-Proessed Images (level
1B)
Figure 1.18: Model geometry
In this ase it has to be noted that the images are projeted onto a spei
objet (usually an inated ellipsoid, derived from the WGS84 hoosing a ertain
ellipsoidal height) (level 1B). The ollinearity equations link points on the ground
and points projeted on the mentioned inated ellipsoid [15℄ (Fig.1.18).
Eah point on the ground surfae orresponds to a point on inated ellip-
soid, identied from line of sight (LOS), i.e. the line direted from the perspetive
entre to the point on the ground. The ollinearity ondition is satised when
uˆSI (the unit vetor direted from perspetive entre to image point) oinides
with uˆST (the unit vetor direted from perspetive entre to ground point), i.e.,
ground point and image point are lined up on LOS. The ollinearity equations
may be onveniently expressed in the ECEF system in vetor form:
uˆSI = R · uˆST (1.37)
where R is a rotation matrix. In fat, relative small translation of ground
with respet to ellipsoid an be expressed with an innitesimal rotation around
the perspetive enter, beause the height of satellite platform (hS) is muh
more than the dierene of elevation between ground surfae and the inated
ellipsoid (∆h). Under this innitesimal rotation hypothesis (cosϕ, ϑ, ψ ∼= 1,
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sinϕ ∼= ϕ, sinϑ ∼= ϑ, sinψ ∼= ψ) the rotation matrix R is redued to the sum of
the unit matrix and an anti-symmetri matrix.
R = I+ δR =

 0 ϕ θ−ϕ 0 ψ
−θ −ψ 0

⇒ R =

 1 ϕ θ−ϕ 1 ψ
−θ −ψ 1


(1.38)
where the attitude angles are supposed to be modelled by a time-dependent
funtion up to the seond order, similar to (1.1). The (1.37) an also be expressed
in the following way: 
 XI −XsYI − Ys
ZI − Zs

 = ρR

 XT −XsYT − Ys
ZT − Zs


(1.39)
where
• ̺ is the sale fator, (ratio of perspetive entre-image point distane dSI
and perspetive entre-ground point distane dST : ρ = dSI/dST )
• XT , YT , ZT are the ground oordinates in the ECEF system
• XI , YI , ZI are the image oordinates in the ECEF system
• Xs, Ys, Zs are the perspetive entre oordinates in the ECEF system
Finally, note that in this ase the ollinearity equations on the basis of pre-
vious onsideration, now reads:{
F1 =
|XI−Xs|
|ZI−Zs|
− RSE,11|XT−Xs|+RSE,12|YT−Ys|+RSE,13|ZT−Zs|
RSE,31|XT−Xs|+RSE,32|YT−Ys|+RSE,33|ZT−Zs|
= 0
F2 =
|YI−Ys|
|ZI−Zs|
− RSE,21|XT−Xs|+RSE,22|YT−Ys|+RSE,23|ZT−Zs|
RSE,31|XT−Xs|+RSE,32|YT−Ys|+RSE,33|ZT−Zs|
= 0
(1.40)
The ollinearity equations depend on the parameters desribed in Setions
1.2 and 1.3. The approximate values for all parameters may be derived from
the information ontained in the metadata les, released together with the image
(α, β, e, i,Ω) or they are simply xed to zero (ai, bi, ci). Again, these approximate
values must be orreted by an estimation proess based on a suitable number of
GCPs, for whih the ollinearity equations are written. Finally, the parameters
estimable are (ai, bi, ci). It has to be noted that the image oordinates in the
ollinearity equations (1.40) must be expressed in the ECEF system, while on
the other hand the image oordinates are obtained by point measurement on the
image so that only I and J are known. First of all, it is required to hange image
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oordinates into artographi oordinate through the simple equations:{
NP = NA − J · p
EP = EA + I · p (1.41)
where
• NP , EP are the North and East UTMWGS84 oordinates of a generi point
P
• NA, EA are the North and East UTM WGS84 oordinates of upper left
orner A of the image
• I, J are the oordinates of a generi point P in the image system
• p is the pixel size (in meters)
Moreover, the artographi oordinates are onverted into geographi oor-
dinates (latitude ϕ and longitude λ). Finally, sine the ellipsoidi height (h) of
points on the image is the elevation of inated ellipsoid, the geodeti oordinate
(ϕ, λ, h) are onverted in Cartesian oordinates (ECEF system).
1.7.1 Computation of Satellite Positions
In general the detailed information about the satellite position are not sup-
plied for the level 1B images, therefore the satellite oordinates an be omputed
only on the basis of the angles (azimuth α and elevation e) that dene satellite
position with respet to image enter (Fig.1.7).
Referring to Fig.1.19 the o-nadir angle γ and B distane between the image
enter C and the satellite position S are alulated with the sine theorem.
sin γ =
(R + h_ref) · sin(e+ π/2)
(R+H)
(1.42)
B =
(R + h_ref) · sinω
sinγ
(1.43)
where R is the radius of loal sphere, H is the height of satellite, href is the
height of inated ellipsoid in referene to the WGS84 ellipsoid, e is the elevation
angle and ω = π − (γ + e+ π/2).
The satellite oordinates in a geodeti loal system, whose origin is the enter
of image (C) are: 

XS(C) = B · cos e · sinα
YS(C) = B · cos e · cosα
ZS(C) = B · sin e
(1.44)
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Figure 1.19: Satellite position with respet to image enter
Loal oordinates are transformed into ECEF oordinates, and from the
unique satellite position it is possible to reonstrut the orbit segment. Satellite
oordinates are onverted from ECEF to ECI system (1.10), then from ECI to
the orbital system with ROI matrix (1.7). Generally the inlination i is known,
on the ontrary the right asension of asending node Ω an be alulated un-
der the hypothesis of Keplerian orbit (ZSOrbit = 0). This equation has two
solutions (Ω1,Ω2) that orrespond to asending and desending orbit respe-
tively. If the satellite moves on desending orbit while aquires images, the
right value of Ω is obtained with XS(C) < 0 (absissa in the orbital system)
(Fig.1.20a), otherwise the solution is with XS(C) > 0 if the satellite is asending
(Fig.1.20b). Sine the orbital ar reletad to the one image aquisition is extremaly
short, a irular approximation of the orbit is allowed. On the orbital plane the
satellite position relative to image's enter (S(C)) identies the UC angle, where
UC = arctan(YS(C)/XS(C)); onsequently the satellite position relative to eah
image row is obtained, moving the satellite forward and bakward on the orbit
with respet to entral position:
Ui = UC − (JsC − Jsi) ·∆U (1.45)
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Figure 1.20: Representation of orbits relative to the two solution 1 (a) and 2 (b)
where JsC is the sanning row of image's enter, and Jsi is a generi sanning
row of the image and ∆U is the angular displaement relative to one sanning
row.
∆U =
ATR
R+ h_ref
(1.46)
The satellite position (Si) in the orbital system is:

XS(i) = (R +H) · cosUi
YS(i) = (R+H) · sinUi
ZS(i) = 0
(1.47)
where R is the radius of loal sphere and H is height of satellite platform
(Fig.1.21). Then the satellite oordinates must be onverted into the ECI system
and into the ECEF system. The ECEF oordinates enter in ollinearity equations.
Sometimes the information about the elevation angle e and the azimuth angle
α, that desribed the satellite position in the Loal system with the origin in the
entre of the image, are very rough so that the satellite is positioned on the orbit
at about some hundred meters respet to the right position during the image
aquisition; onsequently the satellite position is estimated in a more aurate
waythrough a Diret Linear Transformation (DLT).
The DLT establishes a rough relation between image oordinates and ground
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Figure 1.21: Satellite oordinates in Orbital system
oordinates in a Cartesian Loal system. It is based on the following equations:
I = L1·E+L2·N+L3·U+L4
L9·E+L10·N+L11·U+1
J = L5·E+L6·N+L7·U+L8
L9·E+L10·N+L11·U+1
(1.48)
where (I, J) are the image oordinates, (E,N,U) are the ground oordinates
respet to the Cartesian Loal system entered in the enter of the image and
the Li are the DLT parameters.
Starting from some GCPs oordinates (minimum 7 GCPs), the DLT param-
eters are estimated (see equation 1.48); satellite position in the Cartesian Loal
system, related to the image enter, is omputed using the DLT parameters for
a xed height of the satellite.
Loal oordinates are transformed into ECEF oordinates, and from the
unique satellite position it is possible to reonstrut the orbit segment. Due to
the short lenght of the orbital ar related to the image aquisition, it is possible
to approximate it with an ar of irumferene.
This proedure for satellite position omputation is used for Cartosat-1 plat-
form. The image aquired is not pre-proessed but few information regarding
satellite features are supplied in metadata le that do not permit to reostrut
the orbital segment.
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1.7.2 Model omputation
The funtional model (for example, [14℄) in short form reads: f(y, x) = 0 and
its linearized form is Dy−Ax−l= 0. In this model the two ollinearity equations
F1 and F2 (1.40) are written for eah available GCP:
F1 =
XI−Xs
ZI−Zs
− (XI−Xs)+ϕ·(YI−Ys)+θ·(ZI−Zs)−θ·(XI−Xs)−ψ·(YI−Ys)+(ZI−Zs) = 0
F2 =
YI−Ys
ZI−Zs
− −ϕ·(XI−Xs)+(YI−Ys)+ψ·(ZI−Zs)−θ·(XI−Xs)−ψ·(YI−Ys)+(ZI−Zs) = 0
(1.49)
If n is the number of GCPs, the relevant vetors and matries an be skethed
as follows:
vetor of unknowns:
xT = |P,PO| (1.50)
P = |a0, b0, c0, a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2| (1.51)
and PO represent the orretion of ground oordinates (see 1.29).
Regards observation vetor, matrix of observation and known vetor
they have the same form of level 1A model (see equations 1.30, 1.33 and 1.34).
design matrix
A =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
A1 Ap1 0 0 0
A2 0 Ap2 0 0
.
.
. 0 0
.
.
. 0
An 0 0 0 Apn
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(1.52)
for ith GCP→ ATi =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂a0F1 ∂a0F2
∂b0F1 ∂b0F2
∂c0F1 ∂c0F2
∂a1F1 ∂a1F2
∂b1F1 ∂b1F2
∂c1F1 ∂c1F2
∂a2F1 ∂a2F2
∂b2F1 ∂b2F2
∂c2F1 ∂c2F2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Api =
∣∣∣∣ ∂XiF1 ∂YiF1 ∂ZiF1∂XiF2 ∂YiF2 ∂ZiF2
∣∣∣∣
(1.53)
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1.7.3 Stohasti model
The stohasti model is CY Y = σ
2
0Q, where σ
2
0 = 1 (a priori hoie) and
the ofator matrix is hosen diagonal both for the observations and pseudo-
observation (I, J ;E,N, h) for the sake of simpliity, being usually hard to evaluate
the orrelations
CY Y =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
C1XY ZI 0
.
.
.
0 CnXY ZI
C1XY ZT 0
.
.
.
0 CnXY ZT
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(1.54)
where
for ith GCP→


CXY ZI =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
σ2XI σXIσYI σXIσZI
σYIσXI σ
2
YI
σYIσZI
σZIσXI σZIσYI σ
2
ZI
∣∣∣∣∣∣
CXY ZT =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
σ2XT σXT σYT σXT σZT
σYT σXT σ
2
YT
σYT σZT
σZT σXT σZT σYT σ
2
ZT
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(1.55)
These matries are obtained from ovariane matries of image oordinates
and GPS oordinates expressed in Geodeti loal system through a rotation in
ECEF system. 

CNEhI =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
σ2NEI 0 0
0 σ2NEI 0
0 0 σ2hI
∣∣∣∣∣∣
CNEhT =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
σ2NET 0 0
0 σ2NET 0
0 0 σ2hT
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(1.56)
Beause image artographi oordinates are ahieved with (1.41) equations,
the value of σNEI omes from the ollimation auray (σIJ ): through variane
propagation based on (1.39)
σNEI = p · σIJ (1.57)
On the ontrary, sine the height of the inated ellipsoid is xed, σhI an be
xed to zero. The values of σNET and σhT represent the horizontal and vertial
auraies of the GPS oordinates.
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1.8 Stereo Rigorous Model
The rigorous model developed to orientate both level 1A and level 1B single
sene an be extended to manage both along-trak and aross-trak stereopairs
[16℄. In this ase, it has to be noted that the orbital elements are the same
for two images if they were aquired during the same orbital path (along-trak
stereopairs) or they are dierent if the images are aquired during two dierent
orbital paths at dierent epohs (aross-trak stereopairs). Again, the approx-
imate values of these parameters an be omputed by using the information in
the metadata le and have to be orreted by a LS estimation proess based on
a suitable number of GCPs. The estimable parameters an be seleted using the
proedure desribed in hapter 3. In this respet, sine the tie points (TPs) may
be onveniently onsidered, it is neessary to establish a proedure for the om-
putation of their approximate ground oordinates, whih have to be LS estimated
together with all other parameters.
First of all, it is useful to orientate separately the single senes adopting the
already desribed rigorous model. These separated orientations have to be on-
sidered just as preliminary ones; they have to be rened in a blok adjustment
possibly inluding suitable TPs. In this ase, the question arise to ompute the
approximate position of TPs. In theory, after the preliminary orientations, the
homologous rays should interset, identifying a unique ground point for eah ou-
ple of homologous points hosen over the image. Nevertheless, errors remaining
in the separate orientations ause the well known parallaxes, so that homologous
rays do not interset and no ground point an be found by intersetion. There-
fore, it is neessary to set up a rule to ompute the approximate TPs ground
positions.
To this aim, the hoie was made to ompute the positions of the two points
on the homologous rays at minimal distane and then to average their oordinates
(Fig.1.22).
The minimum distane between the two rays is omputed. The equations of
two rays supposed straight an be written in parametri form
r1 :
∣∣∣∣∣∣
X1
Y1
Z1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
X01
Y01
Z01
∣∣∣∣∣∣+s·
∣∣∣∣∣∣
a1
b1
c1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ r2 :
∣∣∣∣∣∣
X2
Y2
Z2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
X02
Y02
Z02
∣∣∣∣∣∣+t·
∣∣∣∣∣∣
a2
b2
c2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (1.58)
where (X0, Y0, Z0)1,2 are the oordinates of perspetive enters in the ECEF
system for the two images, (a, b, c)1,2 are diretion osine known from the separate
orientations. The ondition to identify the two points on the rays at minimal
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Figure 1.22: TP determination
distane reads:{
∂d2(s,t)
∂t
= 0
∂d2(s,t)
∂s
= 0
with d2 (s, t) = (X2 −X1)2 + (Y2 − Y1)2 + (Z2 −Z1)2 (1.59)
what leads to:∣∣∣∣ st
∣∣∣∣
MIN
=
∣∣∣∣ A BC D
∣∣∣∣
−1
·
∣∣∣∣ EF
∣∣∣∣ ⇒


A = (a2
1
+ b2
1
+ c2
1
)
B = −(a1a2 + b1b2 + c1c2)
C = −(a1a2 + b1b2 + c1c2)
D = (a2
2
+ b22 + c
2
2
)
E = (X02 −X01) · a1 + (Y02 − Y01) · b1 + (Z02 − Z01) · c1
F = (X02 −X01) · a2 + (Y02 − Y01) · b2 + (Z02 − Z01) · c2
(1.60)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
X1
Y1
Z1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
MIN
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣
X01
Y01
Z01
∣∣∣∣∣∣ + sMIN ·
∣∣∣∣∣∣
a1
b1
c1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
X2
Y2
Z2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
MIN
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣
X02
Y02
Z02
∣∣∣∣∣∣ + tMIN ·
∣∣∣∣∣∣
a2
b2
c2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(1.61)∣∣∣∣∣∣
X˜TP
Y˜TP
Z˜TP
∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
1
2
·
∣∣∣∣∣∣
X1 +X2
Y1 + Y2
Z1 + Z2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
MIN
(1.62)
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1.8.1 Model omputation
The funtional model (for example, [14℄) in short form reads: f(y, x) = 0
and its linearized form is Dy−Ax−l= 0. In this model the four ollinearity
equations F1 and F2 for the rst image and F3 and F4 for the seond image
(1.22) are written for eah available GPs, both GCPs and TPs. In the following
model the all unknowns related to both images have to be estimated; it is valid
for aross-trak stereopairs while for along-trak stereopairs a unique value for
the internal orientation and self-alibration parameters is estimated, sine the
two images are aquired by the same sensor with a small time delay.
vetor of unknowns:
xT =
∣∣∣P (1),P (2), PO ∣∣∣ (1.63)
P (i) =
∣∣∣a(i)
0
, a(i)
1
, a(i)
2
, b(i)
0
, b(i)
1
, b(i)
2
, c
(i)
0 , c
(i)
1
, c(i)
2
, δT (i)
P
, δf (i), δI(i)
0
, J (i)
0
, k(i), d(i)
L
∣∣∣
(1.64)
where i is referred to the rst or the seond image and PO represents the or-
retion of ground oordinates, both GCPs and TPs (see 1.29). The approximate
TPs oordinates are omputed using (1.62).
observation vetor
y =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
y1
.
.
.
yn
yp1
.
.
.
ypn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
for ith GCP→


yi =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
I(1)
J (1)
I(2)
I(2)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ypi =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
X
Y
Z
∣∣∣∣∣∣
→ image coordinates
→ ground coordinates
(1.65)
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known vetor
lT =
∣∣∣ l(1)1 l(1)2 · · · l(1)n l(2)1 l(2)2 · · · l(2)n lp1 lp2 . . . lpn
∣∣∣
for ith GP→


lTi (1) =
∣∣ F˜1 F˜2 ∣∣
lTi (2) =
∣∣ F˜3 F˜4 ∣∣
lT
pi
=
∣∣ X Y Z ∣∣
(1.66)
matrix of observation
D =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
D(1)
1
0
D(1)
2
.
.
.
0 D(1)
n
D(2)
1
0
.
.
. D(2)
2
.
.
.
0
.
.
.
D(2)
n
0 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
→ first image
→ second image
→ pseudo− observations
for ith GP→ D(1)i =
∣∣∣∣ ∂I(1)F1 ∂J(1)F1 0 0∂I(1)F2 ∂I(1)F2 0 0
∣∣∣∣
for ith GP→ D(2)i =
∣∣∣∣ 0 0 ∂I(2)F3 ∂J(2)F30 0 ∂I(2)F3 ∂I(2)F4
∣∣∣∣
(1.67)
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design matrix
A =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
A(1)
1
A(1)
p1
0 0 0
A(1)
2
0 A(1)
p2
0 0
.
.
. 0 0
.
.
. 0
A(1)
n
0 0 0 A(1)
pn
A(2)
1
A(2)
p1
0 0 0
A
(2)
2 0 A
(2)
p2
0 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
A(2)
n
0 0 0 A(2)
pn
0 1 0 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 1 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
for ith GP→


A(1)
i
=
∣∣∣∣∣
∂
a
(1)
0
F1 ∂a(1)1
F1 · · · ∂d(1)L F1 0 · · · 0
∂
a
(1)
0
F2 ∂a(1)1
F2 · · · ∂d(1)
L
F2 0 · · · 0
∣∣∣∣∣
A(2)
i
=
∣∣∣∣∣
0 · · · 0 ∂
a
(2)
0
F3 ∂a(2)1
F3 · · · ∂d(2)L F3
0 · · · 0 ∂
a
(2)
0
F4 ∂a(2)1
F4 · · · ∂d(2)
L
F4
∣∣∣∣∣
for ith GP→


A(1)
pi
=
∣∣∣∣ ∂XiF1 ∂YiF1 ∂ZiF1∂XiF2 ∂YiF2 ∂ZiF2
∣∣∣∣
A
(2)
pi =
∣∣∣∣ ∂XiF3 ∂YiF3 ∂ZiF3∂XiF4 ∂YiF4 ∂ZiF4
∣∣∣∣
(1.68)
This funtional model is valid also for level 1B stereopairs, reminding that the
unknowns are only attitude parameters and the image oordinates are expressed
in ECEF system as desribed in Set.1.7.2.
Chapter 2
Rational Polynomial Funtion
with Rational Polynomial
Coeients
A few years ago high resolution satellite imagery were available to a limited
number of government and defene agenies that managed suh imagery with
highly sophistiated software and hardware tools.
High resolution satellite imagery are now available in dierent formats and
proessing levels and at an aordable prie. These types of sensors and their
growing availability are revolutionizing the role of satellite imagery in a num-
ber of appliations ranging from intelligeny to insurane, media, marketing,
agriulture, utilities, urban planning, forestry, environmental monitoring, trans-
portation, real estate et.
One of the primary barriers to a wider adaptation and utilization of satellite
imagery is the sensor model being able to provide a high level geometri orretion
through the image orientation. Sensor models are a key omponent to represent
the funtional relationships between the image spae and the objet spae, and
are essential for single/multi imagery orientation.
Even if the rigorous models should theoretially provide the highest au-
ray, they are only available for some satellites and an be managed by some
ommerial available software. Moreover, in order to estimate the unknown pa-
rameters of rigorous models, users are still faed with the hallenging task of
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reovering the exterior orientation of the sensor using a set of GCPs usually no
small than 10. When no or few GCPs are available, users annot reover the
exterior orientation of the sensor and therefore are unable to perform various
mapping and data olletion operations. With the introdution of generalized
sensor models, this situation has hanged onsiderably. Generalized sensor mod-
els, suh as the RPF [17℄, have smoothed the requirement to manage a physial
sensor model. Furthermore, as the RPCs impliitly provides the interior and
(approximate) exterior sensor orientation, the availability of several GCPs is no
longer a mandatory requirement. Consequently, the use of the RPCs for pho-
togrammetri mapping is beoming a new standard in high-resolution satellite
imagery that has already been implemented in various high-resolution sensors,
suh as Ikonos, QuikBird, WorldView-1 and GeoEye-1.
2.1 RPCs Usage and Orientation Renement
As mentioned before, some ompanies (for example DigitalGlobe for Quik-
Bird and WorldView and Spae Imaging for Ikonos and GeoEye-1, India Spae
Researh Organization for Cartosat-1) usually supply the RPCs, as part of the
image metadata to enable image orientation via RPF.
The RPF relate objet point oordinates (latitude ϕ, longitude λ and height
h) to pixel oordinates (I, J), as a physial sensor models, but in the form of
ratios of polynomial expressions:
I =
P1 (ϕ, λ, h)
P2 (ϕ, λ, h)
J =
P3 (ϕ, λ, h)
P4 (ϕ, λ, h)
(2.1)
where ϕ, λ are the geographi oordinates, h is the height above the WGS84
ellipsoid and (I, J) are the image oordinates. The order of these four polynomials
is usually limited to 3 so that eah polynomial takes the generi form:
Pn =
m1∑
i=0
m2∑
j=0
m3∑
k=0
tijkϕiλjhk (2.2)
with 0 ≤ m1 ≤ 3; 0 ≤ m2 ≤ 3; 0 ≤ m3 ≤ 3 and m1 +m2 +m3 ≤ 3, where tijk
are the RPCs.
The number of RPCs depends obviously on the polynomial order: if the
equations (2.1) are written with third order polynomials, the maximum number
of oeients is 80 (20 for eah polynomial). Atually, the total number of RPCs
is redued to 78, beause the two equations an be divided for the zero order
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terms of the denominators; so that the nal form of the equations (2.1) reads:
I = P1(ϕ,λ,h)
P2(ϕ,λ,h)
= a0+a1λ+a2ϕ+a3h+a4λϕ+...+a17λ
3+a18ϕ
3+a19h
3
1+b1λ+b2ϕ+b3h+b4λϕ+...+b17λ3+b18ϕ3+b19h3
J = P3(ϕ,λ,h)
P4(ϕ,λ,h)
= c0+c1λ+c2ϕ+c3h+c4λϕ+...+c17λ
3+c18ϕ
3+c19h
3
1+d1λ+d2ϕ+d3h+d4λϕ+...+d17λ3+d18ϕ3+d19h3
(2.3)
where now aj , bj, cj , dj are the RPCs.
The great power of these equations is the independene from the physial
harateristi of the image aquisition [18℄. Although ground oordinates are not
diretly onneted with the aquisition physis, it is possible taking into aount
the further approximated onsiderations [19℄: ratios of the rst order terms an
represent distortions aused by the optial projetion, while orretions suh as
Earth urvature, atmospheri refration and lens distortion an be well modelled
by the seond order terms; other unknown and more omplex distortions with
high order omponents may be absorbed by the third order terms.
The ground oordinates (ϕ, λ, h) in the equation (2.1) are normalized to (-1,
+1) range using normalization parameters supplied in the metadata le, in order
to improve the numerial preision during the omputation.
The generi simple formula utilized for the normalization, is:
Tn =
T − Toffset
Tscale
(2.4)
where Tn are the normalized oordinates, Toffset, Tscale are the normalization
parameters available in the metadata le and T is the original ground or image
oordinate (T = I, J ;ϕ, λ, h).
Sine the residual bias may be present into the RPCs, the orientation an
be rened on the basis of the known GPs, ating as GCPs. A possible rene-
ment of the model (2.1) (written in normalized oordinates), allowing for bias
ompensation, is aomplished in a quite ommon way with the introdution of a
simple rst order polynomial in the RPF (2.5) whose parameters are estimated,
provided a suitable number of GCPs is known [20℄.
In = A0 + In · A1 + Jn · A2 + P1(ϕn,λn,hn)P2(ϕn,λn,hn) =
= A0 + In · A1 + Jn · A2 + a0+a1λn+a2ϕn+a3hn+a4λnϕn+...+a17λ
3
n+a18ϕ
3
n+a19h
3
n
1+b1λn+b2ϕn+b3hn+b4λnϕn+...+b17λ3n+b18ϕ
3
n+b19h
3
n
Jn = B0 + Jn ·B1 + In · B2 + P3(ϕn,λn,hn)P4(ϕn,λn,hn) =
= B0 + Jn ·B1 + In ·B2 + c0+c1λn+c2ϕn+c3hn+c4λnϕn+...+c17λ
3
n+c18ϕ
3
n+c19h
3
n
1+d1λn+d2ϕn+d3hn+d4λnϕn+...+d17λ3n+d18ϕ
3
n+d19h
3
n
(2.5)
where (In, Jn) are the normalized images oordinates, and Pi are third order
polynomial funtions of objet spae normalized oordinates (ϕn, λn, hn); Ai and
Bi terms desribe image shift and drift eets in partiular:
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• A0, A1, A2, B0, B1, B2 desribe a omplete ane transformation
• A0, A1, B0, B1 model the shift and drift
• A0, B0, desribe a simple oordinate shift
The six new oeients (Ai, Bi) are LS estimated based on GCPs. It is
noted that in theory the model is not linear, sine the 2nd and 3rd terms of the
right side involve both observations (In, Jn) and parameters (Ai, Bi).
Nevertheless, usually in the right side observations In, Jn are onsidered as
xed oeients, so that the model is treated as linear with respet to the six
oeients (Ai, Bi) (Fig.2.1a, 2.1b).
(a) QuikBird Augusta *P001 - unor-
reted image
(b) QuikBird Augusta *P001 - or-
reted image
Figure 2.1: Example of residuals adjustment with an ane transformation on a
QuikBird image
The formal struture of the funtional model with full parametrization for
the nal estimation is the following:
y = Ax+ l (2.6)
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where A is the design matrix
A =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
A1
A2
.
Ak
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
→
→
→
1◦GCP
2◦GCP
k◦GCP
for ith GCP→ At =
∣∣∣∣ 1 In Jn 0 0 00 0 0 1 Jn In
∣∣∣∣
(2.7)
l is the known term
l =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
l1
l2
.
lk
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
→
→
→
1◦GCP
2◦GCP
k◦GCP
for ith GCP→ lt =
∣∣∣∣∣
P1(ϕn,λn,hn)
P2(ϕn,λn,hn)
P3(ϕn,λn,hn)
P4(ϕn,λn,hn)
∣∣∣∣∣ (2.8)
y is the observation vetor
y =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
y1
.
.
.
yi
.
.
.
yn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
for ith GCP → yi =
∣∣∣∣ IJ
∣∣∣∣ (2.9)
x is the unknown vetor
xT = |A0, A1, A2, B0, B1, B2| (2.10)
As regards the stohasti model, an unit identity diagonal ofator matrix for
observation (I, J) is assumed.
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2.2 RPCs Generation
The RPCs an be generated by terrain-dependent senario without using
physial sensor model [21℄ or aording to a terrain-independent senario, using
known physial sensor model.
For the terrain-dependent senario, whih is a kind of registration of the
original image to 3D geometry represented by the GCPs, the RPF model tries
to approximate the ompliated imaging geometry aross the image sene using
polynomial terms. The solution is highly dependent on the atual terrain relief,
the distribution and the number of GCPs. The RPCs have to be estimated in
a LS adjustment so that the number of GCPs ould be very high (at least 39
if RPCs up to the third order are looked for). This method is very weak and
vulnerable in presene of outliers and it is likely to ause deformations far from
the GCPs returning not good auraies. Therefore, the RPFs solved by terrain-
dependent approah must not be used as a replaement sensor model if high
auray is required [21℄, [22℄, [23℄ and will not be onsidered anymore hereafter.
2.2.1 RPCs generation for terrain-independent senario
For a terrain-independent senario, a 2D image grid overing the full extent
of the image is established and its orresponding 3D objet grid with several layers
(e.g., four or more layers for the third-order ase) sliing the entire elevation range
is generated. The horizontal oordinates (X,Y ) of a point of the 3D objet grid
are alulated from a point (I, J) of the image grid using the physial sensor
model with an a priori seleted elevation Z. Then, the RPCs are LS estimated
with the objet grid points and the image grid points. This terrain-independent
omputational senario an make the RPF model a good replaement to the
physial sensor models, and has been widely used to determine the RPCs.
It has to be underlined that in the usually adopted terrain-independent ap-
proah, the least square solution is often arried out through a regularization,
sine unknown RPCs may be highly orrelated so that the design matrix is al-
most rank deient [24℄. In order to overome the regularization requirements,
an innovative algorithm for the RPCs extration, with a terrain independent ap-
proah, is analyzed. In details, at rst an image disretization is made, dividing
the full extent image spae in a 2D grid. Then, the points of the 2D image grid
are used to generate the 3D ground grid: the image was oriented and by the
knowledge of the rigorous orientation sensor model, the ollinearity equations
were derived and used to reate the 3D grid, starting from eah point of the 2D
grid image. In this respet, it has to be underlined that the 2D grid is atually
a regular grid, whereas the 3D one is not stritly regular, due to the image atti-
tude. Moreover, the 3D grid points were generated interseting the straight lines
modelled by the ollinearity equations with surfaes (approximately ellipsoids)
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onentri to the WGS84 ellipsoid, plaed at regular elevation steps. So, the
dimension of the 3D grid is both based on the full extent of the image and the
elevation range of the terrain.
Figure 2.2: Grid for RPCs generation in the terrain-independent approah
The grid ontains several elevation layers uniformly distributed, and the
points on one layer have the same elevation value (Fig.2.2).
Note that the nest subdivision depends on the inompressible error of the
rigorous model used to generate the RPCs, so that a very ne disretization is
unuseful and an upper disretization limit also exists. The RPCs least squares
estimation [22℄ is based on the linearization of the generi RPFs equations, whih
an be written as:
In + b1λnIn + b2ϕnIn + ...+ b19h
3
nIn − a0 − a1λn − a2ϕn...− a19h3n = 0
Jn + d1λnJn + d2ϕnJn + ...+ d19h
3
nJn − c0 − c1λn − c2ϕn...− c19h3n = 0
(2.11)
where ai, bi, ci, di are the RPCs (78 oeients for third order polynomials),
(In, Jn) and (ϕn, λn, hn) are the normalized oordinates obtained throughout the
equation (2.4), with sale and oset fators omputed aording to:
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{
woffset = min(wk)
wscale = max(wk)−min(wk) where w = ϕ, λ, h

Ioffset = Joffset = 1
Iscale = n
◦column− 1
Jscale = n
◦row − 1
(2.12)
where k is the number of available GCPs and n◦ olumn/row are the overall
olumns/rows of the image; the normalization range is (0, 1).
Sine the equations (2.11) are ompletely independent, the least squares
estimation may be performed separately for the two image oordinates (In, Jn):
AIxI + yI = 0
AJxJ + yJ = 0
(2.13)
where AI , AJ are the design matries, xI ,xJ are the unknown parameters
(RPCs) and yI ,yJ are the known terms (image oordinates):
AI =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
AI,1
AI,2
.
.
.
AI,k
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
→
→
→
1◦GCP
2◦GCP
k◦GCP
xI =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
a0
a1
a2
.
.
.
a19
b1
b2
b3
.
.
.
b19
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
yI =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
In,1
In,2
.
.
.
In,k
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
→
→
→
1◦GCP
2◦GCP
k◦GCP
(2.14)
for a generi GCP l the design matrix row AI,l has form that is:
AI,l = |Inϕn Inλn Inhn · · · Inϕ3n Inλ3n Inh3n − 1
−ϕn − λn − hn · · · − ϕ3n − λ3n − h3n | (2.15)
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AJ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
AJ,1
AJ,2
.
.
.
AJ,k
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
→
→
→
1◦GCP
2◦GCP
k◦GCP
xJ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
c0
c1
c2
.
.
.
c19
d1
d2
d3
.
.
.
d19
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
yJ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Jn,1
Jn,2
.
.
.
Jn,k
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
→
→
→
1◦GCP
2◦GCP
k◦GCP
(2.16)
for a generi GCP l the design matries row AJ,l has the form that is:
AJ,l = |Jnϕn Jnλn Jnhn · · · Jnϕ3n Jnλ3n Jnh3n − 1
−ϕn − λn − hn · · · − ϕ3n − λ3n − h3n | (2.17)
Deeper investigations underlined that many RPCs are highly orrelated. In
order to avoid instability due to high orrelations, leading to a pseudo-singular
design matrix, Tikhonov regularization is usually used. Generally, the regular-
ization is exploited in a Tikhonov fashion, adopting a damping fator to the
diagonal of the normal matrix, in order to guarantee its non singularity. A new
alternative approah is based on the Singular Value Deomposition (SVD) and
QR deomposition whih are employed to evaluate the atual rank of the design
matrix and to selet the atual estimable oeients [25℄, [13℄; again, the SVD
based subset seletion proedure is due to Golub, Klema and Stewart [26℄, [27℄.
In details, at rst it is neessary to selet the RPCs estimable from the
observations for the system of linear equations (Ax=l), withA ∈ ℜm·n (withm ≥
n); the remaining oeients need to be onstrained to their initial (approximate)
values, whih are xed to zero for all the oeients.
The SVD is omputed and used both to alulate the approximate values of
RPCs to normalize the design matrix A and to determine its atual rank r; the
threshold used to evaluate r is based on the ratio between the maximum and the
allowed minimum singular values; referene values are 10−4 ÷ 10−5 [28℄.
Moreover, the statistial signiane of eah estimable oeient is heked
by a Student T-test, so to avoid overparametrization; in ase of not statistially
signiant oeient, it is removed and the estimation proess is repeated until
all oeients are signiant. In most of the ases the degrees of freedom are
high (more than 100), thus there ould be onsidered innite, onverting the
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Student-T distribution in a normal standard distribution.
Atmosferi refration eet is taken into aount in RPCs generation; in
details a orretion vetors ~aj, relating to j
th
point of 2D grid, is added to the
oordinates of jth 2D image grid point; this vetor ~aj is omputed as weighted
average of the orretion vetors attaining to the GCPs (
~b0, ~bi, ~bn) (n is the
GCPs number), being the weights the 2D distanes of the 2D image grid point
from all the GCP images (dj2D -iGCP : distane from the j
th
2D grid point (j2D)
to ith GCP (iGCP )) (2.18)
~aj =
~b1 · 1d(j2D−1GCP ) +
~bi · 1d(j2D−iGCP ) + · · ·+
~bn · 1d(j2D−nGCP )
1
d(j2D−1GCP )
+ 1
d(j2D−iGCP )
+ · · ·+ 1
d(j2D−nGCP )
(2.18)
2.2.2 RPCs generation starting from vendors RPCs
When the physial sensor model is not available the RPCs an be generated
starting from the RPCs supplied together the metadata le, by Companies that
manage the dierent sensors. A general advantage of generating RPCs through
the estabilished proedure, is to work with a remarkably redued number of
RPCs, only those are signiant. An additional advantage in generating user own
RPCs from vendor RPCs raises when one image is supplied in separate tiles, eah
with its RPCs. In this ase, RPCs for whole image an be produed. The usage of
vendors RPCs to generate new RPCs is based on the ostrution of terrein grid on
dierent layers overing the interest entire elevation range. The relations whih
link the ground and image oordinates, espressed in (2.3), are used to ompute the
image oordinates using the 3D objet grid points and vendors RPCs. The least
squares estimation, ombined with SVD and QR deompositions, are applied to
estimate the new RPCs; they are also rened with a minimum number of GCP
neessary to estimate a shift or an ane transformation.
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2.3 Stereo Model via RPCs
RPF model represents an attrative tool also for managing stereopairs ori-
entation and possible subsequent DSM generation. Also in this ase, the rst
problem to fae with it is the omputation of the approximate oordinates on the
ground (ϕ, λ, h), to inizialize the linearization of the observation equations used
for their least squares estimation. A forward proedure is based on the Diret
Linear Transformation (DLT). The near linear projetion of the high resolution
satellite image ensures rapid onvergene of the spatial intersetion from even
very oarse initial values for the objet point oordinates.
The DLT is not using any preinformation about image orientation. The 22 un-
knowns (11 for eah images) for the transformation of the objet oordinates to
the image oordinates have to be determined with at least 6 GCPs. The DLT
equations are:
I = L1·E+L2·N+L3·U+L4
L9·E+L10·N+L11·U+1
J = L5·E+L6·N+L7·U+L8
L9·E+L10·N+L11·U+1
(2.19)
where (I, J) are the image oordinates, (E,N,U) are the ground oordinates
respet to the Cartesian Loal system entered in the enter of the image and
the Li are the DLT parameters. In ase of stereopairs the equations (2.19) are
doubled and expressed in the following forms for every GCP:


(
L19E + L
1
10N + L
1
11U + 1
) · I(1) − (L11E + L12N + L13U + L14) = 0(
L19E + L
1
10N + L
1
11U + 1
) · J (1) − (L15E + L16N + L17U + L18) = 0(
L29E + L
2
10N + L
2
11U + 1
) · I(2) − (L21E + L22N + L23U + L24) = 0(
L29E + L
2
10N + L
2
11U + 1
) · J (2) − (L25E + L26N + L27U + L28) = 0
(2.20)
where supersripts 1 or 2 are related to the rst and the seond image re-
spetively.
The funtional model used is Ax+l=0:
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where A is the design matrix
A =
∣∣∣∣ A1A2
∣∣∣∣ → first image→ second image Ai =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ai1
Ai2
.
.
.
Aik
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
→
→
→
1◦GCP
2◦GCP
k◦GCP
A1j =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
−E 0
−N 0
−U 0
−1 0
E · I(1) E · J (1)
N · I(1) N · J (1)
U · I(1) U · J (1)
0 −E
0 −N
0 −U
0 −1
0 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
A2j =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
0 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0
−E 0
−N 0
−U 0
−1 0
E · I(2) E · J (2)
N · I(2) N · I(2)
U · I(2) U · I(2)
0 −E
0 −N
0 −U
0 −1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.21)
x and l are the unknown and known terms respetively
x =
∣∣∣∣ L1jL2j
∣∣∣∣ l =
∣∣∣∣ l1l2
∣∣∣∣ → first image→ second image li =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ii
J i
Ii
J i
.
.
.
Ii
J i
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
→ 1◦GCP
→ 2◦GCP
→ k◦GCP
(2.22)
Lij are the DLT parameters relative to i image.
The stohasti model is CY Y = σ
2
0Q, where σ
2
0 = 1 (a priori hoie) and the
ofator matrix is hosen as a identity diagonal matrix.
One the DLT parameters are estimated, they an be applied to all the TPs
identied in both images to ompute their approximate Cartesian Loal oordi-
nates, whih are then transformed into ellipsoidal ones. The funtional model
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(Ax+l=0) for the estimation TPs Cartesian Loal oordinates is the following,
starting from (2.20):
A is the design matrix
A =
∣∣∣∣ A1A2
∣∣∣∣ → first image→ second image Ai =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ai1
Ai2
.
.
.
Aik
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
→
→
→
1◦GCP
2◦GCP
k◦GCP
for ith TP→


A1j =
∣∣∣∣ (L19I − L11) (L110I − L12) (L111I − L13)(L19J − L15) (L110J − L16) (L111J − L17)
∣∣∣∣
A2j =
∣∣∣∣ (L29I − L21) (L210I − L22) (L211I − L23)(L29J − L25) (L210J − L26) (L211J − L27)
∣∣∣∣
(2.23)
x is the unknown vetor
xT =
∣∣ E N U ∣∣
(2.24)
l is the known vetor
l =
∣∣∣∣ l1l2
∣∣∣∣ → first image→ second image li =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
li1
li2
.
.
.
lik
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
→
→
→
1◦GCP
2◦GCP
k◦GCP
lij =
∣∣∣∣
(
Li4 − Ii
)(
Li8 − J i
) ∣∣∣∣
(2.25)
The approximate TPs are rened using the RPCs orreted with ane trans-
formation. At rst the ane parameters (6 for eah images) are estimated
through the equations (2.5) (two for eah image), established for eah available
GCP.
In = A0 + In · A1 + Jn · A2 + P1(ϕn,λn,hn)P2(ϕn,λn,hn) =
= A0 + In · A1 + Jn · A2 + a0+a1λn+a2ϕn+a3hn+a4λnϕn+...+a17λ
3
n+a18ϕ
3
n+a19h
3
n
1+b1λn+b2ϕn+b3hn+b4λnϕn+...+b17λ3n+b18ϕ
3
n+b19h
3
n
Jn = B0 + Jn ·B1 + In · B2 + P3(ϕn,λn,hn)P4(ϕn,λn,hn) =
= B0 + Jn ·B1 + In ·B2 + c0+c1λn+c2ϕn+c3hn+c4λnϕn+...+c17λ
3
n+c18ϕ
3
n+c19h
3
n
1+d1λn+d2ϕn+d3hn+d4λnϕn+...+d17λ3n+d18ϕ
3
n+d19h
3
n
(2.5)
The funtional model (y=Rx+l) for the estimation of ane parameters is
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the following:
R is the design matrix
R =
∣∣∣∣ R1R2
∣∣∣∣ → first image→ second image Ri =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ri1
Ri2
.
.
.
Rik
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
→
→
→
1◦GCP
2◦GCP
k◦GCP
for ith GCP→


R1j =
∣∣∣∣ 1 In Jn 0 0 0 0 · · · 00 0 0 1 In Jn 0 · · · 0
∣∣∣∣
R2j =
∣∣∣∣ 0 · · · 0 1 In Jn 0 0 00 · · · 0 0 0 0 1 In Jn
∣∣∣∣
(2.26)
x is the unknown vetor
xT =
∣∣ A10 A11 A12 B10 B11 B12 A20 A21 A22 B20 B21 B22 ∣∣ (2.27)
l is the known vetor
l =
∣∣∣∣ l1l2
∣∣∣∣ → first image→ second image
li =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
li1
li2
.
.
.
lik
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
→
→
→
1◦GCP
2◦GCP
k◦GCP
lij =
∣∣∣∣
(
Li4 − Ii
)(
Li8 − J i
) ∣∣∣∣
(2.28)
y is the observation vetor
y =
∣∣∣∣ y1y2
∣∣∣∣ → first image→ second image yi =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
I
J
I
J
.
.
.
I
J
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
→ 1◦GCP
→ 2◦GCP
→ k◦GCP
(2.29)
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where the supersripts 1 or 2 are related to the rst or the seond image
respetively; Ai, Bi are the ane parameters, (I, J) are the image oordinates
and Pj is orrelated to equation (2.2). The stohasti model is the same of DLT
parameters estimation.
Then, the rened RPCs model (2.5) is applied to eah TP.
In = A0 + In · A1 + Jn · A2 + P1(ϕn,λn,hn)P2(ϕn,λn,hn) =
= A0 + In · A1 + Jn · A2 + a0+a1λn+a2ϕn+a3hn+a4λnϕn+...+a17λ
3
n+a18ϕ
3
n+a19h
3
n
1+b1λn+b2ϕn+b3hn+b4λnϕn+...+b17λ3n+b18ϕ
3
n+b19h
3
n
Jn = B0 + Jn ·B1 + In · B2 + P3(ϕn,λn,hn)P4(ϕn,λn,hn) =
= B0 + Jn ·B1 + In ·B2 + c0+c1λn+c2ϕn+c3hn+c4λnϕn+...+c17λ
3
n+c18ϕ
3
n+c19h
3
n
1+d1λn+d2ϕn+d3hn+d4λnϕn+...+d17λ3n+d18ϕ
3
n+d19h
3
n
(2.5)
The funtional model for the TP ground oordinates estimation reads:
y=Ax+l
where A is the design matrix (the supersripts 1, 2 indiate the rst and
seond images respetively)
A =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂
(
I1
n
)
/∂λ ∂
(
I1
n
)
/∂ϕ ∂
(
I1
n
)
/∂h
∂
(
J1
n
)
/∂λ ∂
(
J1
n
)
/∂ϕ ∂
(
J1
n
)
/∂h
∂
(
I2
n
)
/∂λ ∂
(
I2
n
)
/∂ϕ ∂
(
I2
n
)
/∂h
∂
(
J2n
)
/∂λ ∂
(
J2n
)
/∂ϕ ∂
(
J2n
)
/∂h
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.30)
x,l and y are the unknown, the known and the observation vetors
xT =
∣∣ ϕ λ h ∣∣ l =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
P 11 (ϕn, λn, hn)
/
P 12 (ϕn, λn, hn)
P3(ϕn, λn, hn)
/
P 14 (ϕn, λn, hn)
P 21 (ϕn, λn, hn)
/
P 22 (ϕn, λn, hn)
P 23 (ϕn, λn, hn)
/
P 24 (ϕn, λn, hn)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
y =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
I1
J1
I2
J2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.31)
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Chapter 3
Model parameters estimation
3.1 Linear Least Squares
The least square method - a very popular tehnique - is widely used to esti-
mate the numerial values of the parameters, to t a funtion and to haraterize
the statistial properties of estimates.
The main features of the least squares priniple are: independene from
probability distribution of the observations, apability to supply estimates of
minimum variane in the frame of linear and orret estimates, exat alulation
of estimates with their preision and possibility to alulate a priori the preision
of estimates starting from the one of observation (simulation); on the ontrary,
suh estimation priniple is not robust [14℄, [29℄.
The general form of an estimation problem, for a linear model, an be written
as follows:
• Y0 is the vetor of observations (n elements) sampled from the random
variable n dimensions Y (observable) dened in the spae ℜn. The ovari-
ane of Y is known exept from a sale fator (variane of unit weight) σ20 :
CY Y = σ
2
0Q (stohasti model)
• E(Y )=y is the unknown average of Y and y∈ Vm (funtional model),
where V m is a linear subspae of the spae ℜn, with m < n dimensions
Considering the stohasti and funtional models we want to estimate:
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• Yˆ , that is the estimate of the average y, under the ondition Yˆ ∈ V m
• CYˆ Yˆ , that is the estimate of the ovariane CY Y (in other words, sine Q
is known, we want to estimate σˆ20 beause CYˆ Yˆ = σˆ
2
0Q)
The estimations onditions are the following:
• minimum distane from Y0 aording to the matrix Q−1 (least square prin-
iple) (
Y0 − Yˆ
)T
Q−1
(
Y0 − Yˆ
)
= min (3.1)
• orretness of the estimate of the variane of unit weight
σˆ20 = c
(
Y0 − Yˆ
)T
Q−1
(
Y0 − Yˆ
)
(3.2)
where c is seleted so that σˆ20 is a orret estimator of σ
2
0 (E
(
σˆ20/σ
2
0
)
= σ20)
First of all, we want to list the parameters and the observable estimators
needed for the solution of the least squares problem:
• observations: Y0(n)
• unknown parameters: x(m)
• funtional models: Y = Ax+l; where A(n,m) is the oeient matrix of
unknown parameters (design matrix) and l(n) is the known vetor
• stohasti model: CY Y = σ20Q, where Q(n, n) is the ofator matrix of the
observations
The parameter estimators are:

xˆ =
(
ATQ−1A
)−1
ATQ−1(Y0 − l)
ATQ−1A = N(m,m) normal matrix
ATQ−1(Y0 − l) = t(m) normal known vetor
(3.3)
The observable and residual estimators are:{
Yˆ = Axˆ+ l = A
(
ATQ−1A
)−1
ATQ−1(Y0 − l) + l
Uˆ = Y0 − Yˆ =
[
I−A (ATQ−1A)−1 ATQ−1] (Y0 − l) (3.4)
The estimator σˆ20 is:
σˆ20 =
(
Y0 − Yˆ
)T
Q−1
(
Y0 − Yˆ
)
n−m (3.5)
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The ovariane estimators are:

Cxˆxˆ = σˆ
2
0
(
ATQ−1A
)−1
ovariane of parameters
CYˆ Yˆ = σˆ
2
0A
(
ATQ−1A
)−1
AT ovariane of estimated observations
CUˆUˆ = σˆ
2
0
[
Q−A (ATQ−1A)−1 AT ] ovariane of residuals
(3.6)
3.2 Nonlinear Least Squares
In the least squares method, the nonlinear problems have some drawbaks:
the solution is not optimum and unique. The general nonlinear funtional model
reads:
f(x, y) = 0 x ∈ ℜn, y ∈ ℜn (3.7)
and we searh yˆ e xˆ suh as{
(Y0 − yˆ)T Q−1 (Y0 − yˆ) = min
f(yˆ, xˆ) = 0
(3.8)
If we know the approximate values y˜, x˜ and supposing that f(x, y) an be
well approximate with a linear funtion, we an write:{
yˆ = y˜ + ηˆ
xˆ = x˜+ ξˆ
(3.9)
The equation (3.7) an be linearized in the following way:
f(y˜, x˜) +
∂f˜
∂y
ηˆ +
∂f˜
∂x
ξˆ = 0 (3.10)
The equation (3.10) is the new linear model and the new variables are ξ
(parameters) and η (observable).
Using a more onise terminology, we an write:

∂f˜
∂x
= A A is the design matrix
−∂f˜
∂y
= D D is the observation oeient matrix
f(y˜, x˜) = l l is the known vetor
η0 = Y0 − y˜
Cηη = CY Y = σ
2
0Q
(3.11)
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Considering (3.11), the equation (3.10) beomes:
Dη = Aξ + l (3.12)
Therefore the onstrained minimum problem reads:{
(η0 − ηˆ)T Q−1 (ηo − ηˆ) = min
Dηˆ = Aξˆ + l
(3.13)
and the estimators ηˆ, ξˆ are{
ηˆ = η0 −QDTK−1U0
ξˆ = N−1ATK−1(Dη0 − l) (3.14)
where 

K = DQDT
N = ATK−1A normal matrix
U0 = Dη0 −Aξ − l residual vetor
(3.15)
If the approximate values y˜, x˜ are very raw, that is the linear approximation
is not adequate, the estimate proedure is iterated; for eah step the approximate
values are equal to the estimated value of the previous iteration.
The iterative algorithm is:
• step 1
yˆ0 = y˜ xˆ0 = x˜ (3.16)
• step i+ 1
y˜i+1 = yˆi x˜i+1 = xˆi
yˆi+1 = yˆi + ηˆi+1 xˆi+1 = xˆi + ξˆi+1
Di+1 = −
[
∂g(yˆi,xˆi)
∂y
]
Ai+1 =
[
∂g(yˆi,xˆi)
∂x
]
li+1 = g (yˆi, xˆi)
η0,i+1 = Y0 − yˆi Cηη = CY Y Diηˆi+1 = Aiξˆi+1 + li
(3.17)
the algorithm stops when the estimated variane of unit weight reahes a
minimum.
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Corretions of observations
The third equation in (3.17) shows that the estimated value of the obser-
vations, yˆ, derives from the addition between the approximate value and its
estimated orretion
yˆi+1 = y˜i+1 + ηˆi+1 = yˆi + ηˆi+1 (3.18)
The iterative proedure an be shematized in the following way:
• step 0 ⇒ i = 0: y˜0 =Y0 where Y0 are the observations (i, j,X, Y, Z)
• step 1 ⇒ i = 1: yˆ1 = yˆ0 + ηˆ1 = Y0 + ηˆ1
• step 2 ⇒ i = 2: yˆ2 = yˆ1 + ηˆ2 = Y0 + ηˆ1 + ηˆ2
• · · ·
Considering the equations (3.11) and (3.14) the estimated value ηˆ an be
alulated: {
ηˆ0,i = Y0 − y˜i = Y0 − yˆi−1
ηˆi = ηˆ0,i −QDTK−1U0,i (3.19)
• step 1 ⇒ i = 1: {
ηˆ0,1 = Y0 − yˆ0 = Y0 − Y0 = 0
ηˆ1 = −QDTK−1U0,1 (3.20)
• step 2 ⇒ i = 2:{
ηˆ0,2 = Y0 − yˆ1 = Y0 − (Y0 + ηˆ1) = −ηˆ1 = QDTK−1U0,1
ηˆ2 = ηˆ0,2 −QDTK−1U0,2 = QDTK−1U0,1 −QDTK−1U0,2 (3.21)
• step 3 ⇒ i = 3:{
ηˆ0,3 = Y0 − yˆ2 = Y0 − (Y0 + ηˆ1 + ηˆ2) = −ηˆ1 − ηˆ2 = QDTK−1U0,2
ηˆ3 = ηˆ0,3 −QDTK−1U0,3 = QDTK−1U0,2 −QDTK−1U0,3
(3.22)
• · · ·
• step ith:
 ηˆ0,i = Y0 − yˆi−1 = −
i−1∑
k=1
ηˆk
ηˆi = ηˆ0,i −QDTK−1U0,i = QDTK−1U0,i−1 −QDTK−1U0,i
(3.23)
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3.3 Cholesky deomposition
Cholesky deomposition is a speial, very eient, triangular deomposition
for a square, symmetri and positive denite matrix [30℄, [28℄.
A generi square matrix Cn×n is symmetri if
cij = cji for i, j = 1, · · · , n (3.24)
and it is denite positive if
v ·C · v > 0 for all vectors v (3.25)
in other words a matrix C is positive denite if all its eigenvalues are all positive.
Cholesky deomposition onstruts an upper triangular matrix T suh as:
TtT = C (3.26)
that is
c11 = t11t11
c1j = t11t1j (j > 1)
cii = tiitii +
∑i−1
k=1 tkitki (i 6= j)
cij = tiitij +
∑i−1
k=1 tkitkj (j > i)
(3.27)
The expressions used for the omputation of T elements are taken from the
previous onsiderations (3.27)
t11 =
√
c11
t1j = c1j/t11 (j > 1)
tii =
√
cii −
∑i−1
k=1 tkitki (i 6= j)
tij = (cij −
∑i−1
k=1 tkitkj)/tii (j > i)
(3.28)
3.3.1 Cholesky deomposition for system solution
Cholesky deomposition an be used to solve the generi system with n
equation and n unknown parameters
Cx+ d = 0 (3.29)
Using Cholesky deomposition (C = TtT), we an write
TtTx = −d (3.30)
Tty = d (3.31)
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Tx = −y (3.32)
The solution of the two systems (3.31) and (3.32) supplies the solution of (3.30),
that is our starting system.
The following equations allow the omputation of y and x vetors
y1 = d1/t11
yi = (di −
i−1∑
k=1
tkiyk)/tii (i 6= 1)
xn = −yn/tnn
xi = −(yi +
n∑
k=i+1
tikxk)/tii (i 6= n)
3.3.2 Cholesky deomposition for matrix inversion
The inversion of the matrixC an be omputed with Cholesky deomposition
C−1 = (TtT)−1 = T−1(Tt)−1
TC−1 = (Tt)−1
(3.33)
Given that the inverse of a matrix is symmetri, the omputation of C−1
an be alulated working only in the upper triangle
γnn = 1/t
2
nn
γij = −
∑n
k=i+1 tikγkj/tii (j > i e j ≥ k)
γij = −
∑n
k=i+1 tikγjk/tii (j > i e j ≤ k)
γii = (1/tii −
∑n
k=i+1 tikγik)/tii (j 6= i)
(3.34)
where γij are the elements of C
−1
matrix.
3.4 Singular Value Deomposition
Sometimes the design matrix is likely to be lose to singularity, so that rank
estimation and estimable parameter seletion is mandatory. In this respet SVD
and QR deomposition are quite useful tools and they will be shortly realled
here. The Singular Value Deomposition (SVD) and the QR deomposition are
employed to solve the linearized ollinearity equations system in the LS sense
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[26℄, [27℄. As usual, the solution is obtained iteratively due to non-linearity of
the system; the iterative proedure stops when the estimated variane of the unit
weight observation stabilizes.
The Singular Value Deomposition (SVD) is a very powerful tehnique to
deal with sets of equations or matries that are either singular or numerially
very lose to being singular. The SVD of a matrix A ∈ ℜm·n (with m ≥ n) is
any fatorization of the form:
A = UWVT (3.35)
where bfW ∈ ℜn·n is a diagonal matrix with positive or zero elements (wij) that
are the singular values of A; U ∈ ℜm·n and V ∈ ℜm·n are orthogonal matries,
whose olumns (uj , vj) are alled the left and right singular vetors. For a system
of linear equations Ax=b, using the SVD we an write ([27℄):
UWVTx = b (3.36)
and the LS solution x minimizes ||Ax−b||22. Sine the orthogonal matrix pre-
serves the norm, for any x∈ ℜn we have:
‖Ax− b‖22 =
∥∥(UTAV)(VTx)−UT b∥∥2
2
=
∑r
i=1
(wizi − uTi b)2+
∑m
i=r+1
(uTi b)
2
(3.37)
where z = V Tx and r is the rank of A. ‖Ax− b‖2 2= min holds, if
r∑
i=1
(wizi − uTi b)2 = 0 (3.38)
then using the SVD, the LS problem is now in form of a diagonal matrix, and
-nally
xi =
{
xi =
uTi b
wi
vi if wi 6= 0
undetermined if wi = 0
(3.39)
The advantage of using the SVD is that it an reliably handle the rank deient
ase as well as the full rank ase.
3.5 QR Deomposition
The QR deomposition of a matrix A ∈ ℜm·n (with m ≥ n) is given by:
A = QR (3.40)
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where Q ∈ ℜm·m is an orthogonal matrix and R ∈ ℜm·n is an upper triangular
matrix. If the rank of A is equal to n, the rst n olumns of Q form an or-
thonormal basis for the Rank(A). Thus, the alulation of the QR fatorization
is a way to ompute an orthonormal basis for a set of vetors. The standard al-
gorithm for the QR deomposition involves sequential evaluation of Householder
transformations. An appropriate Householder matrix, applied to a given matrix,
an zero all the elements, situated below a given element, in a olumn of the
matrix. For the rst olumn of the matrix A, an appropriate matrix H1 is eval-
uated, whih puts on zero all the elements below the rst element in the rst
olumn of A. Similarly H2 zeroes all elements in the seond olumn below the
seond element and so on up to Hn−1
R = Hn−1 · · ·H1A (3.41)
where QT = Hn−1 . . .H1, i.e., Q = H1 . . .Hn−1. The generi matrix Hi zeroes
all elements in the rst olumn below the rst element for a sub-matrix of A
(Ai ∈ ℜ((m−i)·(n−i))). If A is rank deient, the QR fatorization does not
give a basis for the Rank(A). In this ase to alulate an orthonormal basis
for Rank(A), it is neessary to ompute the QR deomposition of a olumn-
permuted version of A, i.e., AP = QR [27℄
QTAP =
[
R11 R12
0 0
] → r
→ m− r
↓
r
↓
n− r
(3.42)
where P is a permutation, r is the rank of A, R11 is an upper triangular and
non singular matrix and Q and P are produts of Householder matries Q =
H1 . . .Hr, P = P1 . . .Pr. For understanding the role of the permutation matrix,
it is neessary to dene the vetor N ∈ ℜm for a generi matrix : A ∈ ℜm·n
Amn =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
a11 a12 · · · a1n
a21 a22 · · · a2n
.
.
. · · · ...
am1 · · · amn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(3.43)
Nm =
∣∣∣∣ m∑
k=1
a2k1
m∑
k=1
a2k2 · · ·
m∑
k=1
a2kn
∣∣∣∣ (3.44)
The element of the N are the square value of norm alulated for eah olumn of
A. The permutation matrix P applied at the generi matrix A makes a matrix
AP = AP suh that the elements of the orresponding vetor N are plaed in
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(a) Ai before the permutation (b) Ai after the permutation
Figure 3.1: Ai before and after the permutation
desending order. As for the generi matrix Hi, the generi matrix Pi permutes
the olumn of a sub-matrix of Ai ∈ ℜ((m−i)·(n−i)); if k is the olumn with the
maximum value of norm, the permutation matrix Pi exhanges the olumns i
and k.
In a system of linear equations Ax=b, if A ∈ ℜm·n and has a rank r, the
QR deomposition produes the fatorization AP = QR where R is desribed
in the equation (5.1). As for the LS problem we have:
‖Ax− b‖22 =
∥∥(QTAP)(PTx)−QTb∥∥2
2
= ‖R11t− (c−R12z)‖22 + ‖d‖22
(3.45)
where
PTx =
[
t
z
] → r
→ n− r
QTb =
[
c
d
] → r
→ m− r
(3.46)
If x is a LS minimizer we have
x = P
[
R−111 (c−R12z)
z
]
(3.47)
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If z is a set of zeroes in this expression, we obtain the basi solution:
xB = P
[
R−111 c
0
]
(3.48)
xB has at most r non-zero omponents and so AxB involves a subset of A
olumns.
3.5.1 Subset Seletion Using SVD and QR
For a system of linear equations (Ax=b), with A ∈ ℜm·n (with m ≥ n)
it is neessary to selet the estimable parameters. We desribe an SVD based
subset seletion proedure, due to Golub, Klema and Stewart [27℄, that proeeds
as follows:
• we ompute the SVD A = UWVT and use it to determine a rank estimate
r
• with the QR deomposition QR = AP we selet an independent subset of
A olumns; if R11xB = Q
T b with xB ∈ ℜr and we set
t = P
[
xB
0
]
(3.49)
then At is an approximate LS preditor of b that involves the rst r olumns
of AP. The permutation matrix P is alulated so that the olumns of the
matrix B1 ∈ ℜm·r in AP = [B1,B2] are suiently independent
• we predit b with the vetor At where t is desribed in the equation (3.49),
and z minimizes minimizes ||B1xB−b||2
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Chapter 4
Appliation of the Rigorous
orientation models
4.1 Introdution and data set
In this hapter they are presented some results obtained using the previ-
ously desribed rigorous orientation models. The orientation models are imple-
mented in a sienti software (SISAR - Software per Immagini Satellitari ad Alta
Risoluzione) developed at the DITS, Area di Geodesia e Geomatia, Sapienza
Università di Roma, in C++ language.
SISAR results are ompared with orientation models implemented in others
ommerial software (OrthoEngine 10.0 PCI Geomatia, Erdas 9.0 Leia Geo-
system) [16℄, [11℄, [25℄. The available images for the experimentation have been
aquired by several sensors. Their features are summarized in Table 4.1
1
1
EROS A Rome (R1):ITA1− e1038452;
EROS A Rome (R2): ITA1− e1090453;
EROS A Rome (R4): MBT1 − E1009023;
QuikBird Salerno joint is obtained to stith three QuikBird images in order to have a single
strip image:
QuikBird Salerno (*P001): 05JUL17100900 − P1BS − 005520834030_01_P001;
QuikBird Salerno (*P002): 05JUL17100903 − P1BS − 005520834030_01_P002;
QuikBird Salerno (*P003): 05JUL17100906 − P1BS − 005520834030_01_P003;
QuikBird Augusta (*P001): 04JAN06093201 − P1BS − 000000130187_01_P001;
QuikBird Augusta (*P002): 04JAN06093307 − P1BS − 000000130187_01_P002;
QuikBird Rome (level 1A): 02JUN03100558 − P1BS − 000000032060_01_P001;
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Table 4.1: Data set
O-nadir Sene
Sensor Area GSD angle [
◦
℄ overage GPs
[m℄ start end [KmxKm℄
EROS A
Rome (R1) 1.8 9.1 9.4 13x10 49
Rome (R2) 2.6 31.0 40.1 17x12 49
Rome (R4) 1.9 15.3 16.4 14x10 49
Q
u
i

k
B
i
r
d
Rome (level 1A) 0.61 3.0 17x17 49
Rome (level 1B) 0.60 2.2 17x17 24
Augusta (*P001) 0.77 29.2 21x20 39
Augusta (*P002) 0.75 28.2 20x19 39
Salerno (*P001) 0.67 19.0 18x18 17
Salerno (*P002) 0.67 20.0 18x18 34
Salerno (*P003) 0.68 20.9 18x18 18
Salerno joint 0.67 20.0 48x19 57
I
k
o
n
o
s
Rome 1.00 18.7 11x10 27
Bagnoli1 1.00 23.0 13x9 25
Bagnoli2 1.00 24.3 13x9 25
Bagnoli3 1.00 23.0 13x9 15
Bagnoli4 1.00 24.3 13x9 15
C
a
r
t
o
s
a
t
-
1
Rome (bandA) 2.50 4.9 7.5x30 43
Rome (bandF) 2.50 26.1 7.5x30 43
CastelGandolfo (bandA) 2.50 12.3 30x30 25
CastelGandolfo (bandF) 2.50 28.2 30x30 25
Warsaw (bandA) 2.50 5.0 30x30 29
Warsaw (bandF) 2.50 26.0 30x30 29
Mausanne (bandA) 2.50 14.5 30x30 32
Mausanne (bandF) 2.50 29.1 30x30 32
W
o
r
l
d
V
i
e
w
-
1
Augusta(4505 R1C1) 0.55 18.4 14x19 16
Augusta (4505 R1C2) 0.55 18.4 12x19 17
Augusta (4545 R1C1) 0.56 20.3 15x19 16
Augusta (4545 R1C2) 0.56 20.3 11x19 17
Rome (level 1B) 0.51 6.7 17x15 24
GeoEye-1 Rome 0.50 12.0 15x17 37
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of the GPs in the Rome area
All the images of Rome (3 EROS-A, 2 QuikBird (1 level 1A, 1 level 1B), 1
Ikonos, 1 Cartosat-1 stereopair, 1 GeoEye-1) over areas of dierent extensions
(Fig.4.1); the GPs were surveyed with stati or fast stati proedures by a Trimble
5700 GPS reeiver and their oordinates were estimated by Trimble Geomati
Oe software with respet to the available GPS permanent stations MOSE
at Rome Faulty of Engineering. The mean horizontal and vertial auraies
of the oordinates are between 10 and 20 m, onsidering the monumentation
auray of these points, whih are already existing man-made objets loated
on the ground.
The Augusta (Siily) senes are 4, 1 stereopair aquired by QuikBird and
1 stereopair aquired by WorldView-1, with ground points (GPs) positioned in
QuikBird Rome (level 1B): 05APR28101432 − P2AS − 005746807010_01_P001;
Ikonos Rome: po_15194;
Ikonos Bagnoli1: po_918_pan_0000010001;
Ikonos Bagnoli2: po_918_pan_0010000001;
Ikonos Bagnoli3: po_918_pan_0000010000;
Ikonos Bagnoli4: po_918_pan_0010000000;
WorldView-1 Augusta (4505 R1C1): 08JUN20094505−P1BS_R1C1− 052051590010_01_P001;
WorldView-1 Augusta (4505 R2C1): 08JUN20094505−P1BS_R2C1− 052051590010_01_P001;
WorldView-1 Augusta (4545 R1C1): 08JUN20094545−P1BS_R1C1− 052051590010_01_P001;
WorldView-1 Augusta (4545 R2C1): 08JUN20094545−P1BS_R2C1− 052051590010_01_P001;
WorldView-1 Rome (level 1B): 08FEB15100038 − P2AS − 005733565010_01_P001;
GeoEye-1 Rome: po_3800668;
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of the GPs in the Augusta area
the overlapping area (Fig.4.2). Eah WorldView-1 image is broken up into 2
tiles (4505 R1C1, 4505 R2C1 and 4545 R1C1, 4545 R2C1) due to their large size
(exeeding 2 GB) with respet to the available media types.
The Salerno image inludes three dierent QuikBird standard format images
oming from the same orbital segment (Fig.4.3); the partiularity of this image
is the latitude extension (around 48 Km).
The Bagnoli senes (near Naples) are 2 stereopairs, overlapped approxi-
mately for 20 perent.
The Cartosat-1 images are 3 stereopairs, one of CastelGandolfo area (middle
Italy), one of Warsaw (Poland) and one of Mausanne (Frane).
The GPs for the Augusta and Salerno images were surveyed by geodeti
quality GPS in RTKmode; the mean horizontal and vertial oordinate auraies
are between 5 and 10 m.
The GPs distribution on Bagnoli stereopairs is not homogeneous due to the
sea in the South-West area (Fig.4.4). The GPs of Bagnoli were aquired by
stati GPS surveys using Topon Legay reeivers in post proessing proedure
with respet to quite far (100 to 200 km) permanent stations due to the lak
of available near GPs permanent stations and logisti diulties to estabilish a
master GPs station just for the survey period. The mean horizontal and vertial
auraies of the oordinates are between 10 and 20 m.
The GPs for the Castelgandolfo area were olleted in RTK mode, the mean
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of the GPs in the Salerno area
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of the GPs in the Bagnoli area
Figure 4.5: Distribution of the GPs in the Castelgandolfo area
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horizontal and vertial oordinate auraies are around 15 m (Fig.4.5). The
GPs for Warsaw and Mausanne were surveyed by people from other researh
groups and used in others international projet (for example Cartosat-1 Sienti
Assessment Projet managed by ISPRS-ISRO) with GPS reeiver; their oordi-
nates mean horizontal and vertial auraies are between 10 and 20 m.
Figure 4.6: Distribution of the GPs in the Warsaw area
Figure 4.7: Distribution of the GPs in the Mausanne area
